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Spatial and Thematic Ontology 
in Cultural Heritage Information Systems

Abstract

This project investigated the design and implementation of a knowledge-based 

system for thematic and spatial access to information about archaeological 

artefacts. The project explored the use of an integrated spatial and thematic 

ontology to address many problems related to the search and retrieval of 

archaeological information. One common problem is the frequent mismatch 

between the terminology employed by users to access the information, and that 

used by developers to index it. Systems may lack the capability to process 

queries with loose information demand, since they are unable to imprecisely 

match query terms. Another challenging area is that of handling the spatial 

information associated with archaeological artefacts. Places normally have 

different version of names, often change in size, boundaries, and centroid co 

ordinates. Generating appropriate spatial footprints to adequately represent their 

extents and infer their spatial relationships forms another challenging area.

Several methods and approaches were investigated in this project to overcome 

the above problems. The ontology was designed to handle different versions of 

place names and ease the terminology problem by controlling vocabulary using 

integrated spatial and thematic thesauri. Semantic distance measures were 

employed to imprecisely match query terms, providing ranked lists of similar 

objects. A thematic measure was developed based on semantic-path traversals to 

expand artefact types. The project explored some of the main issues affecting the 

use of associative thesaurus relationships in query expansion. One approach 

found useful was to specialise these relationships and select which ones to 

activate based on the query context.

The spatial domain in the ontology was constructed from a geographical 

thesaurus, enriched with spatial relationships. Spatial distance measures were 

used to provide more flexible retrieval for queries with spatial content. The two 

main spatial measures developed in this project were based on some of the



common spatial information provided by most gazetteers, such as centroid co 

ordinates and administrative hierarchies. Place co-ordinates were used to 

measure similarity of places according to Euclidean distances, while the 

hierarchical associations of places were useful to measure place similarity when 

administrative divisions are important or when co-ordinates are not available. A 

dynamic spatial approximation method was developed that uses sparse spatial 

information to generate approximated boundaries, and can be employed to infer 

topological, proximity, and directional information.



1 Introduction

Many cultural heritage organisations in the past few years have invested in projects to 

improve the documentation of, and access to their data collections. Examples are the 

CANMORE online service (CANMORE 2000), which provides web users with access to 

the MRS (National Monuments Record of Scotland) data sets, and the HDS (History Data 

Service) (HDS 1999) which provides a framework for the supply and exchange of 

historical data, and the preservation of related material. Another example is the SCRAN 

project (Royan 1998) which offers users a searchable archive of Scotland's history and 

culture.

This project investigated the design and implementation of a knowledge-based system for 

thematic and spatial access to archaeological information on historical artefacts. The 

OASIS (Ontologically Augmented Spatial Information System) is a prototype system that 

has been implemented in this project to provide a rich and detailed representation of 

archaeological information, allowing greater flexibility in search and retrieval by storing 

information as individual objects connected by a set of thesaural, thematic, and spatial 

relationships. Thesaural relationships (section 3.2.2) are the standard relationships used in 

thesaurus construction, such as Broader Term, Used For, and Related Term. Thematic 

relationships (section 4.4) include a set of semantic relationships applied in this project to 

link between artefact objects and related information, such as made of, found at, and 

donated by. Spatial relationships (section 2.6.1) connect place objects to represent their 

inter-relations, such as overlap, meets, and part of.

OASIS used data from the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of 

Scotland (RCAHMS 2000), together with the Getty Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT 

1995) and the Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TGN 2000, Harpring 1997b). The AAT 

provides a rich classification of a wide range of objects and concepts including tools, 

weapons, material, activities, etc., which are needed in the project to represent a variety of 

information on archaeological artefacts. The TGN offers hierarchies of places, enriched 

with co-ordinates, different versions of place names, dates of relevant events, and place



types. This information is needed for this project to construct a spatial thesaurus and 

provide a rich representation of the spatial information associated with artefacts.

OASIS integrated spatial and thematic ontology and examines novel approaches to the 

application of thesauri in spatial and thematic distance measures. The following sections 

introduce the main problems that this project targeted.

1.1 Problems in Information Retrieval

A common problem in information retrieval is that the terminology employed by users in 

query formulation may not match the terminology used when the terms were indexed in a 

database. In a geographical context the user may be looking for information related to 

'Monmouthshire', while the name 'Gwent' is the one used instead in the database, being 

the previous name of the approximately equivalent region. A related problem is that a user 

may be interested in places in the vicinity of a known place without knowing the names of 

the nearby places. Another example is of a user searching for a certain type of 

archaeological artefact who might also be interested in similar objects, which the system is 

expected to find. A means is required therefore to connect the different terminologies, find 

related information and rank the results with regard to their degree of relevance to the 

user's needs. This can be addressed through the use of ontologies and thesauri that encode 

semantic relationships between concepts and hence facilitate the detection of associations 

between related terms. The main role of a thesaurus is to ease the terminology problem by 

matching between their user's terms and the system's terms (Aitchison and Gilchrist 

1987).

Geographical location forms an important part of retrieval of cultural heritage data 

(McCorry et al 1995). However, the conventional facilities of geographical information 

systems are not always needed in order to meet the users' needs (Larson 1995, Jones et al 

1996, Moss et al 1998). For example it may not be necessary to produce a digital map or to 

employ detailed spatial data to answer queries that require lists of archaeological sites, or 

tourist attractions that lie inside or in the vicinity of some named place. To process such 

queries, OASIS employed a sparse representation of geographic space that contains a rich 

set of place name data, combined with limited locational data to provide an approximation 

of the spatial extent, or footprint. Data of this sort are typically referred to as gazetteers or
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geographical thesauri (Hill et al 1999, Harpring 1997a). Traditional gazetteers cannot 

usually be used to obtain the necessary data to process most spatial queries. They are also 

weak in calculating Euclidean distances, adjacency, and nearest neighbour relationships, 

because it is difficult to compute such relationships from the point co-ordinate information 

maintained by most gazetteers. For example measuring Euclidean distances between 

regions from their centroid co-ordinates would produce inaccurate results if users were 

interested in Euclidean distances between their boundaries. The use of gazetteers to 

process geographical queries in this way is still in its early stages. An example of a recent 

gazetteer project is the Alexandria Digital Library (Hill 1996, Hill et al 1999, Hill 2000), 

which adopts a metadata approach. This gazetteer is very flexible with regard to the types 

of data that may be stored, leaving open the possibility of connecting place names with 

various types of spatial and administrative relationships.

1.2 Measuring Semantic Distances

Distance measures attempt to detect similarity between terms, and provide a ranked list of 

best-matched results. In this project, several distance measures were developed to search 

for similar artefacts and places. Spatial similarity could be determined, for example, by 

traversing a hierarchy of geographic names, to find containing places, or by using limited 

locational data (eg. centroid co-ordinates) to find places that are within some threshold 

distance of the specified place. Spatial distance calculations are difficult due to the various 

features associated with places (Bruns and Egenhofer 1996, Winter 1998). Some research 

investigated measuring spatial distances based on spatial relationships (Bruns and 

Egenhofer 1996, Papadias and Delis 1997, Papadias et al 1999), shapes or spatial 

representations (Beard and Sharma 1997, Jagadish 1991, Jagadish 1995), and on spatial 

features (Rodriguez et al 1999).

Thematic distance measures are normally based on traversals of thesauri relationships, 

taking into account a variety of factors (Rada et al 1989). Thesaurus relationships are 

normally assigned weights or traversal cost factors which could be identical for all 

relationships (Rada et al 1989) or dependent on relationship type (McMath et al 1989, 

Cohen et al 1987, Chen and Dhar 1991, Kirn and Kirn 1990, Lee et al 1993). Some 

research on thematic distance measures in poly-hierarchical systems focused on estimating 

similarity between terms based on their common features (Richardson et al 1994, Smeaton
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et al 1996) and uncommon features (Spanoudakis and Constantopoulos 1993, 1994, 1995, 

1996), or both common and uncommon features (Tversky 1977, Rodriguez et al 1999). 

The thematic distance measure developed in this project traverses hierarchical and 

associative thesaural relationships, taking into account their indexing depths. Traversing 

associative thesaural relationships is known to cause problems for term expansion. This is 

because such relationships are less clearly understood than the hierarchical thesaural 

relationships, and are often used in a very loose way. For example, associative 

relationships are sometimes taken to represent a vague 'See-also' connection between two 

concepts, while in other cases, such as in the AAT, they may be used to indicate a much 

stronger relation, such as an alternative hierarchical link. This project explored more 

precise control of thematic expansion by specialising the associative thesaural 

relationships following the AAT's indexing guidelines.

1.3 Determining Spatial Footprints

An important issue highlighted by Hill which affects the potential of a gazetteer to assist in 

geographical query processing is that of the form of the spatial footprint that should be 

stored with a place name. A spatial footprint may be used to determine, or at least estimate, 

spatial relationships between places. These could include distance, direction, and some 

topological relationships such as containment and overlap. Some existing gazetteers and 

geographical thesauri, such as the Geographic Names Information System (GNIS, 

U.S.Geological Survey 1998) and the TON (Harpring 1997a, 1997b), only store single 

points for footprints and hence are restricted in their potential for estimating spatial 

relationships. The Alexandria Digital Library (ADL) project allows for other forms of 

footprint, ranging from a minimum bounding rectangle, at the least accurate level, to what 

might be a relatively precise polygonal boundary. The determination of a footprint is not 

always simple, as some place names refer to inherently imprecise regions, which may not 

have an 'official' discrete boundary, such as the 'Rockies' in America, and the 'Midlands' in 

the UK. In such cases, it may be desirable to provide approximated boundaries based on 

the distribution of the places known to be within these regions.

Part of this project was to develop a method for estimating spatial footprints from the 

locations of point sites that are known to lie inside a region and of point sites that are 

known to be outside. It is called the Dynamic Spatial Approximation Method (DSAM) and
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is based on the Voronoi diagram of the point sites. DSAM is intended to be used in 

combination with gazetteers and geographical thesauri that contain co-ordinates of a 

centroid associated with named places. Regions for which DSAM estimates a spatial 

footprint may be precise administrative areas or imprecise topographic or cultural areas, 

and they may be current or historical. Support of historical regions necessitates the 

presence of temporal data associated with the place names, but this is now widely regarded 

as an important element of gazetteers (Copp 1997, Moss et al 1998, Chappell 1999, Hill et 

al 1999, Beard et al 1997).

The next chapter covers the basics of information retrieval systems, including hypermedia, 

and geographic information systems. The third chapter discuses knowledge organisation 

systems, focusing on vocabulary control using thematic and geographical thesauri as well 

as ontologies. It also covers the role of semantic distance measures in information 

retrieval. Chapter 4 presents the OASIS system, the data it handles, the ontology, and the 

experimental user interface. Chapter 5 presents the distance measures implemented in 

OASIS, demonstrating some experimental scenarios with thematic distance measures 

using associative thesaural relationships. It also presents some user experiments with 

spatial distance measures. The sixth chapter presents the DSAM method. Conclusions are 

covered in chapter 7. The last chapter gives some guidelines to future work.
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2 Information Retrieval Systems

2.1 Overview

Information Retrieval (IR) systems are used to store, maintain, search, and retrieve 

information items for various types of users. These information items could be text 

documents, images, sounds, or videos. IR systems have been the focus of research and 

development for more than three decades, and many prototypes and experimental systems 

have been developed for libraries, dictionaries, encyclopaedia, medical textbooks, museum 

exhibitions, and catalogues (Agosti et al 1996).

It is important that IR systems have efficient data structures, fast search tools, and effective 

information retrieval methods, especially if the amount of data is large (van Rijsbergen 

1979, Salton et al 1983). Information is normally written in natural language which is full 

of ambiguities that can easily be misinterpreted by users. IR systems are expected to 

handle this information efficiently, and represent it accurately. Users often have vague or 

imprecise information needs, and matching these needs is the main role of IR systems 

(Smeaton 1996).

This chapter gives a brief description of the basic principles of IR systems, including 

indexing information items, measuring similarities between these items, and describing the 

main IR models and highlighting their advantages and disadvantages. Some advanced 

methods in information retrieval are also covered, such as Relevance Feedback and Query 

Expansion methods. The main characteristics of Hypertext and Hypermedia IR systems are 

also described. The final section of this chapter describes the main characteristics of 

geographical information retrieval systems.

2.2 Indexing
In small document collections, all documents' text can be searched at run time when a 

query is formulated (Salton et al 1983). In practice however, this becomes very inefficient 

and time consuming when the number of information items becomes large. A short 

description for each item is needed to speed up the search process and increase retrieving

14



efficiency. Indexing is the process of assigning descriptive terms (index terms) to 

information items for retrieval purposes (Fuhr et al 1990). Indexing is a very important and 

difficult task in IR systems development. Every information item stored in a traditional IR 

database has one or many index terms. The project described in this thesis investigated and 

developed a set of measures to calculate similarity values between terms used to index 

records on archaeological artefacts. Documents often lose their semantics when 

represented by simple index terms. Querying these documents using simple keywords 

normally results in retrieving irrelevant documents, which is the case with most Web 

search engines (Baeza-Yates et al 1999). Advanced retrieval algorithms are needed to 

detect relevancy and rank results. A complete match between query terms and document 

index terms is not necessary to retrieve a document (Salton 1989). Measures to calculate 

similarity between query and index terms can be used for more advanced term matching.

2.2.7 Manual vs. Automatic Indexing

The task of indexing can either be carried out manually by experts, or automatically 

through computer programs. Manual indexing is widely used by the cultural heritage 

community. In manual indexing, objects can be identified by an expert and placed under 

an appropriate subject class in a way not possible with automatic indexing techniques 

(Cunliffe et al 1997). Indexers normally control vocabulary by consulting terminology 

lists, scope notes, and thesauri. This reduces the number of terms needed to represent 

information items, and higher quality indexes can be achieved (Salton 1989). Aitchison 

and Gilchrist (1987) believe that in manual indexing, synonyms, scope notes, broad, 

narrower, and related terms can all be set more efficiently and easier than in automatic 

indexing. High precision levels can be achieved in manual indexing by including all minor 

concepts and overcoming term ambiguities.

Vocabulary is much less controlled in automatic indexing than in manual indexing. There 

are, however, some advantages in using uncontrolled vocabulary or natural language in 

automatic indexing in that information items will be represented using the exact terms used 

by the author (Salton et al 1983). In manual indexing, related terms are sometimes grouped 

together to form compound terms, such as 'Database, Management Systems'. In automatic 

indexing, only single terms are normally used and term relationships are hard to set. 

Natural language indexing can be developed faster and cheaper than controlled language

15



indexing. Furthermore, users will have greater flexibility in formulating queries than in 

manual indexing systems, where indexing vocabulary is more tightly controlled (Salton 

1989).

Automatic indexing systems consist of procedures for selecting terms, term weighting, and 

deleting stop words (such as 'and', 'the', 'of, 'or') and overcoming the problem of 

variations in word forms, using word stemming techniques and string similarity measures. 

Many different types of these procedures have been developed and explored (Willet 1988, 

Salton 1989). Experiments have shown that in some cases, intelligent automatic indexing 

techniques are faster, cheaper, and as efficient as manual indexing (Salton 1989, Salton et 

al 1983). The SMART system (Salton 1975) is an example of an automatically indexed 

retrieval system. It uses several methods to analyse and index documents automatically. It 

includes synonym lists, hierarchical term classification and term weightings.

In this project, artefact terms and related information were derived manually from the 

Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS, 

section 4.3.1) and indexed automatically in the database using appropriate descriptors from 

the Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT, section 4.3.2).

2.2.2 Term Weighting

Terms are sometimes assigned weights during the indexing process to indicate their level 

of importance to individual information items. The Probabilistic method for assigning term 

weights is based on term frequency of occurrence in documents (section 2.4.2, Robertson 

and Jones 1976). Another approach in assigning weights is adopted by Caporal et al (1997) 

where term weights are refined with time according to users' access. If a term is accessed 

frequently then its semantic weight will be increased, and vice versa.

Term weights are used to rank retrieved information items in a decreasing order that 

corresponds to their closeness to query terms. Weighted index terms represent more 

specifically the information items' content than unweighted terms, and improves retrieval 

performance (Robertson and Jones 1976, Salton 1989). In some systems, users are allowed 

to assign weights to query terms to indicate their preferences.
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In this project, term weights were calculated in the process of measuring similarity 

between query and target terms. These weights are used to rank terms based on their 

similarity to the query term. Query term weights are set by users to indicate their relevant 

importance.

2.3 Similarity Measures

Similarity measures are functions used to measure closeness between index terms and 

query terms, to find and retrieve information items that are relevant to user's query terms. 

They reflect how users derive similarity assumptions between concepts, and make 

generalisations (Tversky 1977).

2.3.1 Exact Match vs. Imprecise Match

Many IR systems use Boolean retrieval mechanisms as the only method to find relevant 

information items. In Boolean IR systems, if an exact match is found between a query term 

and an index term then the information items that are represented by that index term are 

retrieved. Users of Boolean systems need to form queries using the AND, OR, or NOT 

operators. Using Boolean operators has the advantage of allowing users to define more 

structured queries. In Boolean systems, an item is either relevant or not. There is no 

facility to rank retrieved items according to their level of relevance to a query. This causes 

some confusion when the number of retrieved items is large (Willet 1988). The Boolean 

model has proved to be acceptable and simple for small datasets, but inefficient for large 

collections of data. Different techniques have been used in an attempt to improve term 

matching efficiency, like the use of word stemming, so that an index term can be used to 

represent several words, as 'comput' can be used to mean 'computing', 'computer', 

'computational', etc. Another technique is the use of wildcards, so that a user can search 

for items with different index terms, using one query term, as 'comput*' would retrieve all 

terms starting with 'comput' (Turtle et al 1992).

Advanced IR systems use imprecise match retrieval mechanisms to improve efficiency. 

These systems use similarity measures to calculate semantic closeness between query 

terms and index terms. The items that are found semantically close will be ranked 

according to their degree of similarity. The user can have control of the size of the output
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ranked list. One advantage of using similarity measures is that index terms' weights can be 

taken into consideration in deciding whether an item is relevant or not (Smeaton 1996). 

Furthermore, weights can be refined according to user interests in previous query results. 

A disadvantage of the imprecise match mechanism is that measuring similarity between 

query terms and all index terms is an expensive and time-consuming process. This 

highlights the need to develop efficient similarity functions to overcome this problem. 

Search techniques that allow the use of Boolean operators in combination to an imprecise 

matching technique can be developed to get the best of both retrieval methods (Willet 

1988).

Similarity measures are investigated in this project and a set of semantic and spatial 

measures (section 3.4) are developed to calculate closeness between archaeological 

artefacts and places respectively.

2.4 Aspects of Imprecise Matching

There are three main types of research approaches in ER (Kristensen 1993), Statistical, 

Linguistic, and Conceptual. The Statistical approach (e.g. Vector Space model, 

Probabilistic model) is based on term frequencies and their statistical properties. The 

Linguistic approach deals with natural language processing, and the Conceptual approach 

(e.g. Thesaurus model) focuses on conceptual term relationships. Kristensen (1993) 

believes that these models complement each other. Although the conceptual approach is 

the one followed in this project, other models could be useful for extension purposes. 

Many aspects of information retrieval of textual documents have been investigated and 

experimented with over the years. A brief description of some of the basic aspects is given 

in the following sections.

2.4.1 Vector Space Model

All documents and queries are represented by term vectors. These vectors for documents 

and queries are constructed from the weights of the terms that appear in the documents and 

queries respectively. The term weight can be set to 1 if the term exists in the document or 

the query, and 0 otherwise. An alternative way to calculate terms' weights is according to 

their frequency of occurrence (Salton et al 1983, Robertson and Jones 1976). Similarity
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between documents and queries is estimated from the angle between their term vectors in a 

multidimensional space, where each axis represents a specific term. The position of each 

vector in this space depends on the weights assigned to its terms. The similarity between 

two vectors is inversely proportional to the angle between them. Many vector-similarity 

measures have been used, such as the Cosine function which is perhaps the most common 

vector-similarity measure, where the cosine of the angle between the vectors is the 

measure. The larger the cosine value, the closer the vectors are assumed to be. Other less 

used vector-similarity measures are the Dice, and Jaccard coefficients (Salton et al 1983).

The advantage of the vector space model is its simplicity, and that it allows calculating 

similarity between documents, and between documents and queries (Salton 1989). The 

vector space model takes term weights into account, and provides a ranked list of results. 

The disadvantage of the vector space model is due to the assumption that all terms are 

regarded as independent of each other. Furthermore, it is not clear which vector-similarity 

measure to use for which application.

2.4.2 Probabilistic Model

The Probabilistic model was first developed in the 1970s by Steve Robertson and Karen 

Sparck Jones (Robertson and Jones 1976). This model allows ranking of retrieved 

documents using term weights. A document's rank is based on the sum of weights of all 

the query terms that appear in that document. Term weighting is based on three sources 

(Robertson and Jones 1976):

1- Collection frequency: Terms that occur in few documents are likely to be more 

important and distinguishing than terms that occur in many documents.

2- Term frequency: The more a term appears in a document, the more important this 

term could be to that document.

3- Document length: If a term appears in a short document as many times as it appears 

in a long document, then this term is likely to be more important to the short 

document than it is to the long one.

These statistical calculations are normally applied for a selection of documents only. A 

model will then be constructed based on the probability of obtaining the same statistical
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values within the rest of the documents (van Rijsbergen 1979). Robertson used the 

Probabilistic model extensively in the OKAPI project (Robertson 1997).

Croft et al (1979) argue that the Probabilistic model has improved retrieval performance. 

However, Salton (1989) believes that the Probabilistic model has not largely improved 

retrieval efficiency due to the difficulty of obtaining the probability values in general 

collections. For more on the Probabilistic model refer to van Rijsbergen (1992).

2.4.3 Linguistic Approach

The information retrieval models described above are based on documents indexed by 

single terms or sets of individual terms extracted from the documents' text without using 

any precise linguistic analysis methods. Natural Language Processing (NLP) can help 

deriving relationships between terms to construct better index descriptors of documents 

(Salton 1989). Formulating queries in natural language should be easier than when using 

formal query languages.

A full NLP of text might be based on a knowledge base of textual entities and their inter 

relationships. Text analysis could then be applied to derive new textual entities from 

documents, which could then be mapped to the entities in the knowledge base. However, 

these tasks are difficult to achieve. Knowledge bases are difficult to construct for the large 

area of discourse that documents might cover. Also, mapping textual entities to the 

knowledge base could be problematic due to the possible difference between the 

terminology of the documents and the knowledge base.

In this project, artefact information is manually extracted from unstructured textual reports 

from an archaeological database. NLP can be used to automate such a task and apply it to a 

larger scale. For more detailed information on linguistic retrieval approaches and their 

techniques refer to Hess (1992) and Smeaton (1994).

2.4.4 Thesaurus Approach

Indexers use thesauri to control vocabulary when assigning representation terms to 

information items and creating relationships between them. Thesauri contain lists of 

equivalent and related terms that indexers can choose from. The main purpose of a
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thesaurus is to match between a user's term and the system's terms, regardless of what 

terminology the user, or the indexer has used. This facilitates querying the system and 

improves information retrieval (Aitchison and Gilchrist 1987).

Thesaurus term relationships allow broadening and narrowing terms in order to generalise 

too specific queries, and specialise too general ones to retrieve a suitable number of 

relevant items. Most thesauri are limited to a certain field or topic, and are constructed 

manually by experts in that field. The AAT and TON thesauri are used in OASIS to 

represent thematic and spatial objects respectively. These thesauri are also used in query 

expansion. More about thesaurus relationships and query expansion techniques can be 

found in the following chapter.

2.4.5 Relevance Feedback

Relevance feedback is an automatic iterative process where queries are refined, and terms' 

weights are modified by the IR system according to the user's judgement on the results of 

previous queries. The idea behind this technique is that users normally manage to 

understand, and express their needs better after viewing some relevant information items. 

The new refined query will be more similar to the items that were found relevant to the 

previous query, and more dissimilar to the irrelevant ones. This is done by adding new 

terms to the user's query automatically. These terms can be taken from relevant 

documents, or from other tools like a thesaurus or a knowledge base. Relevance feedback 

also increases term weights for the more significant query terms, and decreases them for 

the less important ones (Aalbersberg 1992).

Performing query expansion manually is difficult because users don't normally have a 

clear idea of the description of relevant and irrelevant information items, and because it is 

not very easy to translate these descriptions into a new refined query (Salton et al 1983). 

Salton (1989) performed some experiments with information retrieval and found that, at 

fixed recall levels, precision was improved by 30% to 60% using one relevance feedback 

iteration. However, relevance feedback is known to have a high computational cost. Query 

expansion using a thesaurus will be revisited later in the next chapter.
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Although OASIS does not make use of relevance feedback methods, but they could be 

useful to tune query expansion and improve their performance to better meet users needs. 

For more information on Relevance feedback and Query expansion, refer to (Fuhr et al 

1990, Harman 1992, and Turtle et al 1992).
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2.5 Hypertext/Hypermedia Information Systems

The concept of hypertext was first introduced by Vannevar Bush in 1945 (Bush 1945) in 

his theoretical system called Memex ('memory extender'). However, it was not until the 

1960s that hypertext was first implemented (Nielsen 1995). It was used as a tool for 

keeping files, indices, and directories. Since then hypertext has improved largely due to the 

increase in demand of such systems, especially with the spread of the internet and 

intranets, where hypertext proved to be essential to manage the increasing amount of 

information.

Hypertext is a collection of text pieces linked together forming a network of nodes that can 

be accessed in a non-sequential way. The advantage of hypertext is that it allows 

immediate access to relevant nodes, with the possibility to arrange information items in a 

non-linear way where nodes are linked in a manner, as some claim, similar to the human 

mind. Another advantage is that nodes can hold a reduced, manageable size, easy to 

understand pieces of information, and users can retrieve more relevant nodes as required. 

In a Hypermedia system, nodes can be not only text, but also graphics, video, and sound.

Hypertext links can either be explicit or implicit. Explicit links are fixed, and are built 

during the indexing process. Defining explicit links is an expensive and time-consuming 

process. The advantage of implicit links is that they don't have to be defined in advance, 

but they can be computed at run time (Tudhope and Cunliff 1999).

In some IR systems, links are assigned weights to indicate the strength of the relationship 

between two connected nodes. Link authoring becomes increasingly difficult in large-scale 

hypermedia applications. The Microcosm system (Hall et al 1996) provides a mechanism 

to reduce the load of links authoring by separating links from data, where the links can be 

stored in a separate database (Hall et al 1992, Carr et al 1994). Microcosm offers three 

main types of links; Specific, Local, and Generic. Specific links are defined on a specific 

occurrence of an object in a particular document. Generic links are defined on any 

occurrence of an object in any document. Local links are similar to Generic ones, except 

that they can be defined on any occurrence of an object in a particular document. Many
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other kinds of links have been suggested by different authors. For more on hypermedia 

links refer to (De Rose 1989, Nielsen 1990, Nielsen 1995).

Links based on content of non-textual items is a new challenging research area in 

Hypermedia. Link databases are useful in building such systems (Lewis et al 1999) as 

demonstrated in the MAVIS project at Southampton University (Lewis et al 1996) which 

investigated the use of generic links from non-text sources. New web standards such as 

RDF (Lassila 1999) could be used in the future to infer links between documents, based on 

their RDF metadata declarations (Carr et al 2000).

Some archaeological systems such as SCRAN (Royan 1998) provide online access to 

images of artefacts and other media items in addition to textual information. The data 

resources used in OASIS consist of textual information only and do not contain any 

multimedia items. Nevertheless, to demonstrate the ability of OASIS to handle such media, 

some images showing different types of axes and arrowheads have been added to OASIS 

and linked to selected artefact objects. An artefact object in OASIS can be hyperlinked to 

its image, a document describing the artefact, a video documenting its find, etc. Part of the 

work in OASIS focused on similarity calculations between descriptor terms. Image 

similarity techniques would be very useful to, for example, search for artefacts based on 

the similarity of their images.
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2.6 Geographical Information Systems

A GIS is an information system that enables capturing, analysing, visualising, querying, 

and retrieving spatial data. Handling spatial data and spatial queries are the main features 

that distinguish GIS from conventional information systems. Spatial data represents 

geographical objects with a physical dimension. The spatial data types that GIS normally 

support are points, lines, polygons, and surfaces. These types are used to store geometric 

data of spatial features. Points are used to represent location of a site, a village, a house, 

etc. A line can represent long features like rivers, or roads. A polygon is used to represent 

fields, lakes, administration boundaries, etc, and surfaces represent three-dimensional 

objects such as hills, in which elevation is also stored.

Special data structures are used to store spatial data (geometric data), where each point, 

line, and polygon is uniquely identified, and associated with names. Non-spatial data are 

normally stored in relational tables. The first true GIS was perhaps the Canada Geographic 

Information System (CGIS) which was developed in the 1960s and was used for 

identifying new planning areas, expensive to find using manual methods. GIS can solve 

many other problems by answering complex questions that are difficult to answer using 

conventional methods. There are many different types of spatial queries that commercial 

GIS support (Jones 1997b, Maguire 1989):

  Measurement queries are used to find lengths and areas, such as the length of a road, or 

the area of a field, 'what is the area of the archaeological site A?\

• Phenomena queries (condition queries) allow users to find the location of certain 

objects, "find all roman burial site where flint arrowheads were found'.

• Proximity (neighbourhood) queries find certain type of features within a specified 

distance from a given feature, 'show all records on axes that were found within 100 

meters from place A'.

• Contiguity queries find adjacent, or connected features, 'which land is adjacent to this 

medieval site?\

  Containment (location) queries are used to find certain type of objects in a given area, 

'find all historical sites within Glamorgan".
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  Routing (least cost path) queries allow users to find best routes to get from one location 

to another, "which is the best way to get from here to Cardiff castle car?', 'get all 

artefacts found within 1 hour walking distance from roman site B\

• Coincidence queries find areas with certain characteristics. This type of search is useful 

when looking for a certain type of object which is known to normally exist in areas 

with specific characteristics.

2.6.1 Spatial Relationships

Three main categories of spatial relationships have been defined in spatial information 

systems; topological, proximity, and directional relationships (Pullar and Egenhofer 1988, 

Egenhofer 1991, Clementini et al 1993). Spatial relationships are used in OASIS to 

represent relations between places derived from different data sources (section 4.4.1). 

Some of these relationships are used in OASIS to measure similarity between places 

(section 5.3).

2.6.1.1 Topological Relationships

Topological relationships are related to how objects interconnect. They form an important 

component of spatial information systems. The six main topological relationships are 

defined by Egenhofer (1991) as in Figure 1 below.

B inside A: A covers B:

A equivalent to B: A meets B:

A overlaps B: A disjoint B:

Figure l.Types of topological relationships.
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2.6.1.2 Proximity Relationships

Proximity relationships represent qualitative and quantitative distances between objects. A 

qualitative query could include near or far relationships, "which castles are near to the 

river?\ These relationships depend on scale, distribution, and means of travel (Jones 

1997a, Jones 1997b). Quantitative calculations form an important part of spatial 

information systems (Laurini et al. 1994). An example of a quantitative query is 'which 

artefacts where found within 10 miles from the river?'. OASIS includes a method to 

calculated Euclidean distances between spatial objects, which is also used as a measure of 

spatial similarity (section 5.3.1).

2.6.1.3 Directional Relationships

Directional relationships (Frank 1992, Frank 1996) are widely used in spatial queries, and 

complement topological relationships in measuring spatial objects' similarity (Goyal and 

Egenhofer in press}. Most systems use centroid co-ordinates, Minimum Bounding 

Rectangles (MBRs) or some representative points as models to derive directional 

relationships (Goyal and Egenhofer in press). Due to the roughness of these 

approximations, several alternative approaches have previously been investigated. These 

approaches focus on partitioning space around the MBR of the main object into 9 tiles (N, 

NW, NE, S, SW, SE, E, W, and 0) as shown in Figure 2 (Papadias and Egenhofer 1997, 

Goyal and Egenhofer in press, Papadias and Theodoridis 1997, Papadias and Sellis 1994, 

Theodoridis et al. 1998), and measuring how much area of the target object falls into each 

tile.

NW N NE

W

SW SE

Figure 2. The 9 spatial tiles for deriving directional relationships.

A typical example of query results on directional relationships would be of the form; 

region A is 30% North-East of B, and 70% East of B. This approach has been developed
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further in the DSAM method introduced in chapter 6, which makes it possible to calculate 

the areas of the target object that fall in each tile, based on its approximated boundary.

Papadias et al (1996) and Papadias and Egenhofer (1997) investigated deriving directional 

relationships in spatial databases when co-ordinates are not available. They relied on 

containment relationships and relative information on other objects in a region.
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3 Knowledge Organisation Systems 

3.1 Overview

This chapter discusses the use of thesauri and ontologies to organise and access 

knowledge. The next section focuses on thesauri, describing their techniques, structure, 

and use in query expansion. Geographical thesauri are also presented in that section. 

Section 3.4 gives a brief description of the use of ontologies in information systems. 

Distance measures are covered in detail in section 3.5.

3.2 Thesauri

Users of information retrieval systems often employ different terminologies to query the 

system than that used by authors to index it. In museum IR systems, a query such as 'What 

types of scale are on display?' might fail simply because the synonym term 'balance' is 

the one used in indexing. Thesauri can be used to ease this problem by controlling the 

vocabulary when indexing and allow accessing information items using different versions 

of the same term. Vocabulary control is an effective way to deal with ambiguities in 

cultural heritage information collections. It forces a terminology structure that brings 

together both indexers' and users' terminologies. Controlling vocabulary improves 

information retrieval by improving precision and recall (Fidel 1991, Aitchison and 

Gilchrist 1987). One disadvantage of controlling vocabulary is the high cost of indexing 

and updating (Aitchison and Gilchrist 1987), and the possible increase of inflexibility and 

inaccuracy when indexing if the right term does not exist (Paice 1991). When using a 

thesaurus, a preferred term is chosen to index each information item, and one or more 

other (non-preferred) terms as alternative access points. Thesauri also allow controlling 

terms' form (spelling, singular or plural, abbreviation, compound, grammar, etc.), and add 

scope notes to clarify the term's meaning.

Fidel (1991) argues that searchers often use a manual thesaurus when searching for 

information in a database which reflects the usefulness of controlled vocabulary. 

Kristensen (1993) has experimented with the use of thesauri as search aid tools, and found 

that recall was improved by nearly 50% with only 10% decrease in precision when using a
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thesaurus. Kristensen believes that precision can be improved through the users' selection 

of query terms. Aitchison and Gilchrist (1987) state that high specificity and compound 

terms in a thesaurus will lower recall, while single-word terms and low specificity will 

improve recall, but lower precision.

The standard for monolingual thesauri construction and development is the ISO2788, 

issued by the International Organisation for Standardisation. The British exact equivalent 

standard is the BS5723. Another standard worth mentioning is the SPECTRUM standard 

(Grant 1995), developed by the Museum Documentation Association (MDA) to control 

museum information recordings and documentation procedures.

3.2.1 Faceted Classification

Facets are clearly defined categories of simple concepts (Aitchison and Gilchrist 1987). 

Faceted classification is useful for thesaurus construction in that it helps in determining 

conceptual relationships. Classification schemes are of two main types: non-faceted and 

faceted. The non-faceted classification scheme is enumerative, and contains a list of all 

possible subject combinations with a notation assigned to each. The task of creating such 

schemes becomes very difficult and time consuming when dealing with large amounts of 

information. The Library of Congress Classification (LCC) is an example of a non-faceted 

(enumerative) classification. It consists of 40 separate lists of terms, ordered with 

alphanumeric notations.

Faceted classification was first introduced by S.R.Ranganathan in 1933 when he developed 

the Colon Classification (CC) system. In this classification system, he divided knowledge 

into five fundamental classes, Personality, Matter, Energy, Space, and Time (PMEST). 

Many indexers were influenced by Ranganathan in developing information systems using 

the same, or similar facets. The AAT, and MeSH are examples of faceted classifications. 

For every term to be included in these systems, the fundamental class, or facet to which it 

belongs must first be determined. For example, in the AAT, the term 'hand drills' goes 

under the 'Objects' facet, and 'institutions' goes under the 'Agents' facet. Example of 

AAT facets:
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Agents Facet
People 

Men 
Women

Organisations 
Academies 
Institutes

Objects Facet
Tools & Equipments 

Axes (tools) 
Hand drills

Weapons & Ammunition 
Axes (weapons) 
Swords

In section 5.2.1 a new term expansion approach is investigated which makes use of the 

A AT facets and sub-hierarchies to limit the expansion according to terms' facets.

The advantage of faceted schemes is that they are more compact than non-faceted ones, 

and new subjects can easily be created by linking facets together, without the need to enter 

new terms in the already existing lists as in non-faceted schemes. One advantage of 

enumerative systems is that they can be developed without the need for high experience 

levels. Furthermore, the notation used in such systems is less complicated than in faceted 

systems, and is easier to understand by users (lyer 1995). Some systems contain 

enumerative and faceted features at the same time. The Dewey Decimal Classification 

(DDC) is an example of such systems. It was initially designed as an enumerative 

classification system, but started gradually to move towards using kinds of collection 

features.

3.2.2 Thesaurus Relationship Types

Aitchison and Gilchrist (1987) give a very good coverage of thesaurus relationships, based 

on the ISO2788 and BS5723 standards. Aitchison and Gilchrist define three major types of 

thesaurus relationships: Equivalence, Hierarchical, and Associative relationships:

3.2.2.1 Equivalence Relationships

These relationships link a preferred term to one or more non-preferred terms. The 

preferred term is the one used to index an information item, and the non-preferred,
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equivalent terms are alternative access points. Two types of Equivalence relationships are 

defined: UF (Use For), and USE. The UF relationship links a preferred term to its non- 

preferred terms, while the USE relationship links a non-preferred term to its preferred 

term. Example, lawn tennis UF court tennis, court tennis USE lawn tennis.

3.2.2.2 Hierarchical Relationships

There are two main hierarchical relationships defined by the standards, and described by 

Aitchison and Gilchrist (1987): BT (Broader Term), and NT (Narrower Term). These 

relationships can further be specialised into:

1. Generic relationship, which is used between classes and their members. The 

abbreviations for this relationship are BTG (Broader Term Generic), and NTG 

(Narrower Term Generic). Aitchison and Gilchrist limit the use of generic 

relationships between types of action (Clustering BTG Thesaurus techniques), 

properties and agents (Curators BTG Museum staff), and types of objects or 

entities (Science Museums BTG Museums).

2. Whole-part relationship: BTP (Broader Term Partitive), and NTP (Narrower Term 

Partitive). This relationship is used according to the standards in four categories 

only:

  Systems and organs of the body (Internal ear BTP Ear).

  Geographical locations (Glamorgan BTP Wales).

  Disciplines or fields of study (Marine archaeology BTP Archaeology).

  Hierarchical social structures (Methodist District BTP Methodist Church 

Organisation).

3. Instance relationship, used between classes and their instances: BT (Broader 

Term), and NT (Narrower Term). Example, RiverJTaff BT River.

4. Poly-hierarchical relationship. Some terms can be indexed under more than one 

class. The Poly-hierarchical relationship can be used for the generic and whole-part 

terms. A geographical object for example might need to be linked to two
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superclasses; one represents the geographical class, and the other the administrative 

boundary class.

3.2.2.3 Associative Relationships

With a few exceptions, Aitchison and Gilchrist (1987) suggest using the RT (Related 

Term) relationship between terms that are conceptually related but belong to different 

hierarchies, and are not instances of the same class. The standards suggest using the RT 

relationship between terms where the association is important for the purposes of the 

particular thesaurus and is useful for indexing or retrieval. The following are some of the 

categories given by the standards, where RT can be used:

  Whole-part association relationship: Railway RT Railway_Station.

  Occupation and Personnel: Indexing RT Indexers.

  Action and Product: Building RT Houses.

  Action and its patient: Teaching RT Students.

  Concepts and properties: Steel alloys RT Corrosion resistance.

  Antonyms not treated as quasi-synonyms: single people RT married people.

3.2.3 Thesaurus Relationship Weights

Numerical weights can be assigned to thesaurus relationships to indicate their strength of 

association. These weights can be used to calculate distances and retrieve similar terms. 

Thesaurus relationships can also be used to pass weights between terms when forming 

queries with user-weighted terms (Paice 1991). If a query term is a non-preferred term, 

then its weight will be passed on to the preferred term in the thesaurus, which will be 

regarded as the query term. Paice distinguishes between Semantic and Terminological 

thesaurus relationships. The Semantic relationships are BT, NT, and RT. Terminological 

relationships are USE and AKA (same as UP). Paice assumes that Semantic relationships 

are only used between preferred terms, and therefore any term linked with a USE 

relationship can't be linked with any other thesaurus relationship. Semantic relationships 

can be assigned weights to indicate their strength, while Terminological relationships have 

no weights.

In some IR systems, such as the Associated Information Retrieval System (AIRS) 

developed by Kimoto et al (1990), weights of thesaurus terms and relationships change
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according to a user's interest. They claim to have improved precision and recall using a 

customisable thesaurus with modifiable term weights and relationships. Jones (1993) 

suggests giving higher weights for variant spelling or acronym relationships than for 

broader term relationships. Related terms with grammatical variants can also be considered 

closer than others.

3.2.4 Query Enhancement with a Thesaurus

Thesauri are used to refine queries by broadening or narrowing terms as required. A query 

is normally broadened when few or no relevant items are retrieved, and narrowed when too 

many items are found relevant (Jones 1993, Jones et al 1995). Users can be consulted 

before taking such actions to see which way meets their interests. The SHA system is an 

example of an IR system that provides a query generalisation mechanism (Cunliffe et al 

1997, Taylor et al 1994, and Tudhope and Taylor 1997). If a query returns few items, the 

system can suggest other alternatives to the user. Similarity measures are used to locate 

semantically close terms that are then displayed to the user and ranked according to their 

closeness.

Thesauri enable users to navigate the information space by clicking on broader, narrower, 

and related terms. Examples of IR systems that offer this facility are the Thesaurus of 

ERIC Descriptions (Pollard et al 1993), EuroMenUSE (Pollitt et al 1994), and 

HDBROWSE (Pollitt 1997). The interfaces for these systems are designed to offer users the 

facility to choose terms interactively, and the systems will then display all broader, 

narrower, related terms and scope notes attached to the chosen term, which the user can 

then navigate through any of these terms.

Chen et al (1993) argue that users need to refine their queries interactively. The system 

they developed takes the initial query terms given by the user and suggests other similar 

terms using a thesaurus. The user continues to refine the query by selecting from the 

thesaurus terms that are suggested by the system. The system then uses the refined query 

to search, retrieve, and rank relevant information items. Chen describes the role of the 

thesaurus in this system as a tool for conceptual exploration that eases the load on users 

when refining their queries. Chen and Dhar (1991) argue that users need to have some 

knowledge of the classification structure used in the IR system to be able to use the
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thesaurus effectively to articulate their queries. This might be true when expanding and 

specialising queries manually by the user. However, performing this process automatically 

should ease the cognitive load on users when using a thesaurus.

The CELKS project (Beaulieu 1997, Jones et al 1993, and Jones 1993) investigated the use 

of thesauri for IR query enhancement, and the possibility of automating the term expansion 

and selection process. The project also investigated using a thesaurus to expand original 

queries before retrieving the initial set of query results, in an attempt to reduce its size and 

improve ranking. The experiments showed that recall did not improve much in this 

approach. Although new items were retrieved, it was at the expense of losing other items 

found to be relevant by the original query.

Beaulieu (1997) experimented with different query expansion mechanisms with the Okapi 

project, and the effect of the interface design on the performance of these mechanisms. She 

argues that the system should compromise between the level of control given to the user of 

the query expansion process, and the level of the resulting cognitive load. She also argues 

that a combination of automatic and interactive query expansion techniques may be 

effective in some cases. Interactive query expansion is beneficial when dealing with rich 

amounts of data, otherwise, the automatic query expansion may be more effective. In 

interactive query expansion approaches, the number of relevant terms suggested by the 

system to be added to the initial query, and the way they are displayed and presented to the 

user to select from, are of great importance. Beaulieu also believes that adding thesaurus 

terms to the query explicitly by the system, or implicitly by the user, is also effective.

Part of this project focused on investigating new query expansion methods based on 

broader, narrower, and related terms provided by the AAT (section 5.2).

3.2.5 Geographical Thesauri

A gazetteer is an index of geographic names. Geographical thesauri are gazetteers enriched 

with limited locational data, such as an approximation of the spatial extent of places or 

footprints (Hill et al 1999, Harpring 1997a). Searching gazetteers suffer from the following 

inherent problems (Jones et al. 1996, Larson 1995): 

  Place names might have different versions or spellings.
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  Places change in size and shape over time.

  Places might have imprecise boundaries.

  Users may not know the names of places within the area of interest.

Geographical thesauri help answering queries on place names by providing different 

versions and alternative place names (Harpring 1997b). Place names however, cannot be 

used on their own to answer all types of geographical queries. Users could ask about 

geographical locations near or within a certain distance of a named place or topographic 

feature. They might also be interested in places in a specific direction to a given place. 

Geographical thesauri could be enriched with spatial relationships between place names. A 

rich geographical thesaurus with hierarchical containment relationships, as well as 

adjacency, directional, and overlap relationships could help in imprecisely matching 

between terms to answer queries (Jones 1997b, Taylor et al 1994).

One recent significant work on gazetteers and geographical thesauri is the Alexandria 

Digital Library (ADL) (Hill et al 1999, Hill 1996). ADL adopts a metadata approach and 

stores different place types and names. All geographic names are associated with spatial 

footprints. These footprints could be of several forms, such as a single co-ordinate, a 

minimum bounding box, or even a relatively precise boundary. However, determining a 

footprint could be difficult, for example, in cases of regions with imprecise boundaries 

such as the Midlands' in the UK, or the 'Rockies' in America.

Another example is the Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TGN) that was developed 

as a database to store geographic names of locations where objects were excavated, 

originated, used, etc. (Harpring 1997a, Harpring 1997b). The TGN uses different versions 

of names, and supports a geographical hierarchy descending from continents to villages. 

However, the TGN is mono-hierarchical, and only single geographical co-ordinates are 

associated with places representing their centres.

In the KINDS project (KINDS 1999, Li et al 1996, Moss et al 1998), thesaurus 

relationships between place names are retrieved automatically from digital maps 

maintained in a GIS using a simple geometric overlay. KINDS stores old, as well as 

current spatial information and links the two sets with associative thesaurus relationships.
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Another research project is the GIPSY system, which automatically extracts geographic 

place names and geographic notions from text documents (Larson 1995, Woodruff et al 

1994). Each document is associated with a geographic area, represented by a set of co 

ordinates and polygons. GIPSY uses a gazetteer and supports several place types (river, 

land use types, plant and animal habitats, etc.). The system uses polygon-overlay to 

imprecisely match between place names and the geographical area they represent using 

single co-ordinates and probabilistic weights.

A limited geographical thesauri is developed in this project to enable the representation of 

various gazetteer data as described in section 4.4 of this thesis.
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3.3 Ontology

The amount of information available in digital libraries and on the Web has never been as 

large. There is an increasing need to facilitate sharing and accessing this information, and 

derive knowledge. Ontologies will play a major role in supporting the share and exchange 

of information (Fensel et al 2000). Ontologies allow inferring implicit knowledge from 

explicit representation of information. Axioms can be used to control knowledge inference 

and consistency checking. Skuce (1995) and Motta et al (2000) provide some guidelines 

for building ontologies and highlight some of the related issues. The term ontology has 

many different uses in different domains (Guarino et al 1995). In this thesis, the usage of 

ontology resembles that of Amann and Fundulaki (1999) in viewing an ontology as a 

structural interface which provides connecting semantics between thesaurus hierarchies. 

The ontology specifies the concepts and roles in a domain, while a thesaurus provides the 

structured vocabulary for that domain. Amann and Fundulaki stress that the AAT is not an 

ontology because it only provides thesaurus relationships between terms and hierarchies 

(BT, NT, Synonym, etc.) and lacks semantic relationships between the hierarchies 

themselves. For example there is no relationship between Objects and Materials in the 

AAT to show that objects are made of material. Amann and Fundulaki mapped selections 

of AAT terms to abstract ontology concepts using semantic relationships to allow sharing 

this information and to provide extra semantics for the thesaurus terms.

The ontology developed in OASIS provides a new set of semantic relationships between 

selected AAT descriptors and some added classes to provide the necessary class structure 

needed for the representation of artefacts (section 4.4). For example the class Artefact was 

created in OASIS and linked with the semantic relationships made of and type to the AAT 

hierarchies Materials and Objects respectively. The class Artefact was also linked with 

found at and made at relationships to a Place hierarchy which was added and connected to 

the AAT in a similar way.

Some ontologies consist of axioms and description logic rules that are used to check 

consistency and infer more complex knowledge. Examples of projects using ontologies are 

the OntoSeek project (Guarino et al 1999), WebKT (Martin 1997), and several others
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(Motta et al 1999). Other research has focused on developing knowledge schema standards 

based on ontologies. One example of such standards is the RDF (Resource Description 

Framework, Lassila et al 1999) which is offered by the W3C to facilitate exchanging 

information by using metadata schema that describe Web sources. Another example is the 

OIL project (Fensel et al 2000) which is a Web-based representation and inference layer 

for ontologies, building upon the WSC's RDF specifications. Kampa et al (in press) and 

Goble and Carr (1999) investigated using ontologies to improve linking and navigation of 

Web documents. In the OBSERVER project, Kashyap and Sheth (1996) investigated using 

synonym and hierarchical relationships to map between terms in several domain specific 

ontologies to increase semantic interoperability. If a term cannot be mapped through a 

synonym relationship then the term is extended to its immediate broader terms and 

narrower terms. Some of the term expansion methods developed in this project are useful 

for such tasks.

Smith and Mark (1998) highlighted the important role of ontologies in GIS. They believe 

that geographical ontologies could lead to better understanding of the geographic world 

and help in developing GIS that are more conceptually rigorous. Smith and Mark gave a 

coverage of what they believe are the important features that need to be represented in 

geographical ontologies, such as topology and part whole features. They also provided 

guidelines for building an ontology that covers all different types of geographical 

boundaries.

Fonseca & Egenhofer (1999) provided an outline for increasing GIS interoperability by 

using ontologies to map geographical objects derived from independent data sources. The 

use of ontologies in GIS to share and reuse knowledge is investigated by Fonseca et al 

(2000). They suggested mapping several ontologies to build ontology-driven geographic 

information systems.

The ontology developed in this project represents various concepts related to place. The 

focus of this ontology was to improve the search and retrieval of place information (Jones 

et al 2001).
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3.4 Semantic Distance Measures

Semantic distance measures are functions that calculate semantic distances between terms. 

They reflect how users derive similarity assumptions between concepts, and make 

generalisations (Tversky 1977). One of the aims of semantic measures is to expand too 

specific queries, to ensure that the number of relevant items retrieved is not too small. 

They are also used to rank documents according to their level of relevance, taking into 

account terms' weights (Smeaton 1996). Semantic measures are also used in automatic IR 

construction and thesauri merging to calculate semantic links automatically. In the 

following sections, some previous work on similarity measures will be described.

3.4.1 Thematic Distance Measures

Semantic distance between two terms is often based on the minimum number of semantic 

relationships that must be traversed in order to connect the terms (Mili and Rada 1988, 

Rada et al 1989). Relationships are sometimes assigned values to represent their 

importance. These values are treated as weights when measuring similarity, and as costs 

when measuring distance. Relationships with higher weights, or lower costs, have higher 

traversal priority. Importance value of relationships is normally based on the type of 

relationship being traversed, the application, and type of data. These values could be 

identical for all relationships, as used by Rada et al (1989), or differ according to the type 

of relationship (McMath et al 1989, Cohen et al 1987, Chen and Dhar 1991, Kirn and Kirn 

1990, Lee et al 1993). McMath et al (1989) assigned costs of 10, 15 to NT and BT 

respectively. Chen and Dhar (1991) in the Metacat system traversed relationships in the 

order; NT, RT, then BT using the weights 9, 5, and 1 respectively, based on the theory that 

people tend to formulate their queries broader than they should. Their weights were set 

according to the use frequency of relationships during empirical search experiments. 

Assigning different importance values to relationships favours traversing certain 

relationships and disfavours others. For example Cohen et al (1987) in their work on the 

GRANT system, which is used to search for funding sources for research projects, 

favoured traversing NT relationships over BT by assigning the latter lower weights. This 

follows their belief that agencies would not support research projects on topics more
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general than the ones they are interested in. Spreading activation is often used in semantic 

distance measures (Chen and Dhar 1991, Cohen et al 1987, Croft et al 1989, Paice 1991) 

where a term would be expanded by traversing relationships until an expansion threshold 

is reached.

In poly-hierarchical systems, some work has investigated estimating semantic similarity 

between terms based on their common features (Richardson et al 1994, Smeaton et al 

1996) or uncommon features (Spanoudakis and Constantopoulos 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996), 

or both common and uncommon features (Tversky 1977, Rodriguez et al 1999). Tversky 

(1977) introduced the ratio model for representing similarity, where both common and 

distinctive features are taken into consideration. Spanoudakis and Constantopoulos (1994, 

1996) investigated measuring semantic similarity between software components to 

improve their reusability using the SIS system (sec. 4.2). Weight, or importance of the 

common features will be higher than for the uncommon features when measuring 

similarity, while it will be higher for the uncommon features than the common ones when 

measuring difference (Tversky 1977).

The hierarchical index depth of terms has sometimes been taken into account when 

measuring semantic distances. Semantic distance between two connected terms is 

considered to be greater towards the top of a hierarchy than towards the bottom, based on 

arguments concerning relative specificity, density or importance (Richardson et al 1994, 

Spanoudakis & Constantopoulos 1994, Tudhope and Taylor 1997).

3.4.1.1 Associative Relationships: Previous Work

Associative relationships, such as Related Term (RT) relationships, are non-hierarchical. 

The usability of RT relationships in thesaurus construction and their applicability to 

retrieval are less clearly understood than with hierarchical relationships. At one extreme, 

an RT is sometimes applied to represent nothing more than an extremely vague 'See-also' 

connection between two concepts. This can lead to an introduction of excessive noise in 

result sets when RT relationships are expanded. Rada and Mili (1988) and Rada et al 

(1991) in their work on MeSH, which is a medical expert system, argued that treating RT 

relationships, or any other non-hierarchical relationship, in the same way as the
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hierarchical ones does not improve information retrieval. They recommend that such non- 

hierarchical relationships should only be traversed if they can be closely linked to the 

user's query. However, there has been some research on RTs which highlighted their 

potential for information retrieval. Brooks (1997, 1998) conducted several experiments to 

investigate how users judged similarity between bibliographic records following BT, NT, 

and RT relationships. These studies employed the ERIC database and thesaurus, which 

consists of purely linear hierarchies. Results showed that users did traverse RT 

relationships to reach relevant terms.

An empirical study by Kristensen (1993) compared single-step automatic query expansion 

of synonym, narrower-term, related term, combined union expansion and no expansion of 

thesaurus relationships. Thesaurus expansion was found to improve recall significantly at 

some (lesser) cost in precision. Taken separately, single step RT expansion results did not 

differ significantly from NT or synonym expansion (specific results showing a 12% 

increase in Recall over NTs, but with 2.8% decrease in Precision). Jones et al (1995) found 

from experimenting with users navigation in the INSPEC thesaurus that the majority of 

navigation employed the RT associative relationship. However, it should be noted that this 

thesaurus contains more than 10,000 RT links, against only around 6000 hierarchical links.

3.4.2 Spatial Distance Measures

It is common for users to formulate queries on places for which the system stores very 

little, or no information. In such cases the user might be interested in places similar to the 

one of interest. Much research has been done on similarity between terms in semantic nets. 

However, less research has investigated spatial similarity between places. Holt et al (1998) 

give a good review of the use of spatial similarity in different research applications. Spatial 

similarity is difficult to calculate due to the great number of properties associated with 

places (Bruns and Egenhofer 1996, Winter 1998). Bruns and Egenhofer used topological, 

and directional relations between objects to measure their similarity. They considered the 

number of changes in spatial relations of one object to be transformed into the other as an 

approximation to their degree of similarity. In a similar approach, Papadias and Delis 

(1997) and Papadias et al (1999) calculated qualitative similarity based on spatial relations.
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They highlighted the problem of uncertainty and fuzziness associated with some spatial 

relations (e.g. Northeast, near) and objects (e.g. changing boundaries).

Some research on spatial similarity focused on shapes, rather than attributes (e.g. Beard 

and Sharma 1997, Jagadish 1991, and Jagadish 1995). Beard and Sharma (1997) calculated 

similarity of spatial objects according to their shapes or representations, taking into 

account the area of each geographical object, as well as the area of overlap, inside, and 

containment. Disjoint geographical objects were considered to be dissimilar. Rodriguez et 

al (1999) have implemented an ontology of spatial objects (e.g. park, stadium, road), inter 

connected with is A and part-whole relationships. They calculated semantic similarity 

between the places in this ontology using a measure based on Tversky's (1977) ratio 

model, taking into account the common and uncommon features of places, regardless of 

place location as can be determined by Euclidean distances or spatial and hierarchical 

relationships to other places. Place features considered by Rodriguez et al include parts 

(might not be classes, e.g. athletic fields are part of a stadium), functions (purpose of the 

class, e.g. exercise is the function of a stadium), and attributes (any additional 

characteristics of a class, e.g. the structure type of a stadium).
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4 The OASIS System 

4.1 Overview

OASIS is a prototype hypermedia information system, developed to explore the potential 

of advanced knowledge organisation systems in searching cultural heritage data 

collections. The focus of this project was to provide the functionality needed to process 

queries with thematic and spatial content in a global scope. For this purpose, OASIS uses a 

limited ontology that integrates thematic and spatial descriptors. Several spatial and 

thematic similarity measures are employed in the OASIS system to find similar items and 

places by imprecisely matching query terms.

OASIS can be regarded as a hypermedia system due to its capability of storing information 

as text, images, sound, video, etc., and associating them with artefact representations in 

OASIS database using hyperlinks. Figure 3 is an example of the system display of an 

arrowhead artefact, showing its image, description, classification schema, as well as some 

classification information. The RCAHMS data offered for this project does not contain 

images or any other multimedia formats. However, some artefact images have been added 

to OASIS to illustrate the multimedia capabilities of the system.

Section 4.2 presents the SIS system used to build OASIS. Then the data used in this 

project is presented in section 4.3, showing some example records. The ontology schema 

implemented in OASIS to handle this data is described in detail in section 4.4. Finally, 

section 4.5 provides a brief description of the experimental user interface.
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Figure 3. The OASIS display of information for a museum artefact with images and text.

4.2 SIS System

The SIS (Semantic Index System, Doerr et al 1998) is an object-oriented semantic system 

developed by the Institute of Computer Science - Foundation for Research and Technology 

- Hellas, Crete (ICS-FORTH 2000). Examples of projects that used the SIS system include 

the CLIO system (Constantopoulos 1994), which is a multimedia cultural documentation 

system that uses a limited semantic hierarchy to represent museum artefacts. Another 

example is the DELTOS system which is developed for the documentation, conservation 

and administration of site monuments and historical buildings (Bekiari et al 1992).

SIS provides several classification levels; Token, Simple Class, Meta Class, Meta Meta 

Class, etc. (up to 4 Meta levels). These classification levels allow the representation of 

classes and relationships at multiple levels of abstraction. For example at the second Meta 

level the relationship 'Thesaurus relationship' can be declared. This relationship can be
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specialised at the first Meta level to 'hierarchical relationships', "associative 

relationships', and 'equivalence relationships'. At the Simple Class classification level, 

'hierarchical relationships' can be specialised further to 'Broader Term Generic' and 

'Broader Term Partitive' relationships which are described in section 3.2.2.

All classes and attributes in SIS are objects. They can have their own names, attributes, 

and relationships to other objects. The SIS database can be accessed through a set of API 

functions, which offers a set of basic query and update operators. These functions can be 

used with C++ programs to query and update the database. The ontological schema in SIS 

can be created using an object-oriented language called TELOS (Mylopoulos et al. 1990), 

or using data entry forms built within the system's interface. The SIS system was chosen 

for this project because it offers a rich and flexible classification structure, efficient data 

storage and retrieval, the possibility to access and infer knowledge through optimised API 

functions, as well as its capability to handle multimedia items. SIS was used to build the 

underlying classification schema for OASIS, as well as to store the data. Several C++ 

programs were written as part of this research to access this data through API functions. 

Appendix C lists the programs used or developed in this project. The code of all these 

programs is available on the CD supplied with this thesis.

4.3 Data

This project made use of different types of data from different resources. Cultural heritage 

data include information on historical artefacts, where and when they were found or made, 

material they are made of, etc. This type of data was taken mainly from the RCAHMS 

(2000) dataset. It was combined with the FORTH Institute of Computer Science's (ICS- 

FORTH 2000) implementation of the Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT 1995).

Spatial data in OASIS included information on hierarchical and adjacency relationships 

between named places, as well as place types, and co-ordinates. This information was 

derived from the TON (2000) and the Bartholomew's (Harper Collins 2001) digital map 

data for Scotland.
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4.3.1 RCAHMS

The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS 

2000) made parts of their database available for this research project. The database 

contains a large amount of information on archaeological sites and historical buildings and 

monuments in Scotland. The archaeological notes attached to many records contain 

information on sites or buildings, related events, people, artefacts found at that place, etc. 

Figure 4 gives an example of the main information in a RCAHMS data record. Some of 

these data were fed to OASIS and linked to its classification schema (section 4.4). The 

main information taken from this dataset was the artefact's ID, type, material, and place 

found. Some other information was also taken when available such as dates, names of 

related persons, description, etc.

EDINBURGH, BROOMHALL

Type of Site: Castle (Possible); Medieval Pendant 
NMRS Number: NT17SE 17

Location

Map reference: NT 194 723 
Parish: Edinburgh 
Council: Edinburgh, City Of

Archaeology Notes

(NT 1949 7231) In April 1958, when digging foundation trenches on the 
Broomhall housing estate, a bronze disc 1.25" in diameter, decorated with a 
hunting horn and traces of gilding remained. An armorial pendant, which must 
have belonged to a member of the Forrester family, and apparently of 14th-15th 
century date (J S Richardson) it was donated to the NMAS.

The site of the find, now 35-37 Broomhall Terrace, is on raised ground on the S 
bank of the eastern end of the former Gogar Loch, drained in the 17th century. 
Building operations on the site exposed a number of large boulders in linear 
settings suggesting the foundation of a man-made structure, perhaps a medieval 
stronghold when Adam Forrester bought the grounds of Corstorphine in 1374 and 
built his castle between the Lochs a quarter mile further E before his death in 
1405.

Figure 4. A record sample from the RCAHMS dataset.

4.3.2 AAT

The Art & Architecture Thesaurus is a vocabulary resource developed by the J. Paul Getty 

Trust (AAT 2000). It contains over 120,000 structured terms for the description of art,
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architecture, and material culture (Petersen et al 1994). Terms in the AAT are organised in 

facets. The ontology in OASIS was integrated with the FORTH's implementation of the 

AAT which provides the necessary thematic descriptors for the RCAHMS data, such as 

'bronze', 'disk', 'building', 'castle', and the spatial descriptors for the TON and 

Bartholomew's data, such as 'city', 'settlement', 'village'.

4.3.3 TGN

The J. Paul Getty Trust also made available to this project the Getty Thesaurus for 

Geographic Names (TGN) database. The TGN is a structured vocabulary of place names 

(Harpring 1997b). It contains nearly 900,000 places, each has a name, type, and most of 

them have centroid co-ordinates. The places are represented hierarchically according to the 

current political and physical world. A place name can be vernacular, English, or a 

historical name. An example of the TGN record for Scotland is displayed in Figure 5. Parts 

of the TGN data for Scotland (mainly for the former Lothian region), were implemented in 

the SIS and integrated with the RCAHMS and AAT data under the ontology developed for 

OASIS. The main information taken from the TGN was on place names and their 

hierarchical positions and co-ordinates, as well as some alternative names and place types.

The TGN is mono-hierarchical. Places that are part of more than one place (eg. a bridge 

between two regions) would be listed under the larger region that contains them both. 

Because OASIS is poly-hierarchical, such place records were made part of multiple places.

4.3.4 Bartholomew

The TGN is not rich enough in its contents for Scotland, regarding the density of places 

and availability of co-ordinates. Therefore, more data has been taken from the 

Bartholomew's digital data (Harper Collins 2001) to enrich the spatial content for certain 

parts of Scotland. This includes place names and co-ordinates of several types of places, 

such as towns, hills, airports, golf courses, etc., as well as adjacency relationships between 

the Scottish administrative regions.
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^"

Scotland (country) 
Lat: 57 00 N Long: 004 00 W

Note - Area was inhabited by 3rd mill. BC; Rome invaded, but never 
subdued native Picts; invaded by Scots from Ireland 6th cen. AD; Picts & 
Scots united in 844; invaded by Norsemen from 8th cen.; linked, in conflict & 
peace, with English monarchy since 12th cen.

Hierarchical Position:
• Europe.......................... (continent)

• United Kingdom................ ..(nation)

Additional Parents:
• Great Britain

Names:
Scotland (C,V) 
Ecosse (C,O) 
Schottland (C,O) 
Escocia (C,O) 
Escocia (C,O) 
Scozia (C,O) 
Caledonia (H,O)

Place Types:
country (C).. ..................... area was united under one king by 9th cen.; has

been joined with England under one parliament 
since 1707

first level subdivision (C)

Figure 5. A record sample from the TON dataset.
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4.4 The Ontology

OASIS has a limited ontology that enables the storage and representation of knowledge on 

artefacts and places. This ontology declares a set of relationships that link between several 

classes from the AAT, and other added classes that represent objects extracted from the 

TON and RCAHMS data. In OASIS, a limited classification of Artefact and Place is 

developed and linked to various AAT classes using a set of relationships developed to 

represent specific semantic links. Figure 6 below shows some of these links and classes.
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current place typt

historical 
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found al
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e of—— > Material^1

Figure 6. The OASIS ontology links to several AAT classes.

Each class name in the above diagram is postfixed to indicate the source of its 

classification. For example the classifications of artefacts and places are developed in 

OASIS, and linked to the AAT classifications of material, people, and various other 

objects such as weapons, tools, activities, etc. The instances for these classes are derived 

from several datasets as will be shown in the following sections. For example the instances 

of artefacts and related people and collections are derived from the RCAHMS dataset, 

while the TON provides the instances of places and names. The instances are linked 

directly to AAT classes of material and object.

The following sections give more detailed descriptions of each part of the ontology.

4.4.1 Place Classification

The ontology represents different versions of place names (e.g. current and historical 

names, different spellings, alternative names, names in different languages), place types
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(e.g. town, building, port, river, hill), latitude and longitude co-ordinates, and topological 

relationships (e.g. meets, part of, overlap). Figure 7 shows the meta level classification of 

the class Place. Classes are represented in the figure by rectangular boxes linked to other 

classes via relationships. Relationships can be instantiated or subclassed from other 

relationships. For example the relationships meets, overlaps, and partOfare subclasses of 

Topological Relationships. The relationships Standard Name and Alternative Name are 

instances of the meta relationships Preferred Term and Non Preferred Term respectively 

(shown between brackets). Place inherits all other relationships such as longitude, latitude, 

area, etc, from its superclass Geographical Concept.
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Figure 7. The ontological representation of Place in the OASIS system.

Places can be associated with their types (e.g. city, inhabited place) through the current 

place type and historical place type relationships that link places to appropriate descriptors 

in the AAT. These relationships are useful to track the change of type of places, for 

example a city that became a capital at a certain date.

The relationships Standard Name and Alternative Name are associated with other 

relationships; variant spelling, date, and language. The variant spelling relationship links
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a place name (standard or alternative) to its spelling variations. The date relationship could 

represent start and end dates, or periods where a place name was used, such as the 

Victorian period, or the 19th century.

Figure 8 shows the ontological representation of the City of Edinburgh, which is an 

instance of Geopolitical Place. This information is derived from the TON and 

Bartholomew's data and added as instances in the OASIS database. The places that are 

part of the City of Edinburgh are represented by a dummy class called MANYpartOf. This 

dummy class can be expanded in a separate window listing all the places that are 

administratively part of the region of the City of Edinburgh. Part of relationships are 

derived automatically from the TON records and entered into the OASIS database. The 

City of Edinburgh is also linked by meets relationships to the regions that it is connected 

to. A limited set of meets relationships are manually extracted from the Bartholomew's 

data and added to OASIS. The information stored in the OASIS database can be accessed 

using a set of functions through which it is possible to find all the information related to a 

given place, or find all the places with specific characteristics. For example to find all the 

places that are part of the City of Edinburgh, the system would return a set of all the places 

that are linked with a partOf relationship pointing to the City of Edinburgh.

Place

instance

Midlothian

East Lothian

West Lothian

MANYpartOf

meets< ———————— >

^ meets ^

meets•4 ———————— > 

partOf
*

City 

of 

Edinburgh

partOf
———————————— >

latitude———————————— >
longitude

standard name

current place type —————— K ——— j_r_^

Scotland
'5555N'

'000 15 W

Edinburgh

unitary authority

Figure 8. The ontological representation of the City of Edinburgh.

Relations in the SIS system are objects, and hence they can have their own attributes and 

relationships to other classes. Most relationships in OASIS are associated with dates. For 

example a partOf relationship can be linked to a certain date to indicate when the place
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became part of the other. This makes it possible for example to find all places that used to 

be part of Edinburgh during a certain period of time. OASIS could make use ofthis type of 

information in generating historical boundaries (chapter 6). 

The example demonstrated in figure 9 shows how a place name in OASIS could be used 

by different places. The place name 'Hull' is an alternative name for 'Kingston upon Hull' 

in the UK, and a standard name for 'Hull' in Canada. Instead of creating two Name objects 

for the name Hull for the two places, only one is created and linked by a standard name 

relationship to the place in Canada, and an alternative name relationship to the one in the 

UK. This is useful not just to reduce the amount of storage, but also to increase the speed 

and efficiency of place name search. For example to process a query on a place name 

'Hull', with no other information given, the system could directly locate the name and 

display to the user all the places associated with that name. The user could then select the 

one of interest. 

Canada' Hull (Standard Name) Alternative Name) UK'Hull 

(Standard Name) 
Kingston upon Hull 

Figure 9. The use ofa single place name by many different places. 

Figure 10 illustrates the use of date and variant spelling relationships with place names. 

The place 'Pontypridd' in Wales has a variant spelling Pont-y-ty-pridd, and an old 

alternative name 'Newbridge' given in the year 1765. The relationship Alternative name is 

associated with a date indicating when it became valid, i.e. when the name Newbridge was 

first given to that place. 
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Wales' MidGlamorgan
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(part of)

k

(Standard Name)
1

Wal es ' Ponty pri dd
1

(Alternative Nam

(variant spelling)
» P<

». Pontypridd

^ NewhriHpe

\* c,

(date)
* 75

)nt-y-ty-pridd

6

Figure 10. Associating place names with variant spellings and dates.

4.4.2 Artefact Classification
The ontological representation of artefact objects in OASIS is shown in Figure 11. This 
representation is designed to handle the main information associated with historical 
artefacts in the RCAHMS data collections.

description type

People

found by

possessed by

Materials

donated by 

made of

Artefact

found at

made at

in collection 

date found

date made

Figure 11. The ontological representation of archaeological artefact.

This representation of artefacts allows fast search and retrieval of objects by following the 
relevant relationships. For example consider the query "find all axe artefacts found at 
Edinburgh and made of bronze'. OASIS could process such queries by retrieving all 
instances of the class Artefact, that are also linked with type relationships to 'axe', and 
with made of relationships to 'flint', and also have found at relationships to a place 
associated with the name 'Edinburgh' through any of the name relationships described
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earlier. OASIS could also apply spatial distance measure to find similar places to 

Edinburgh, as will be explained in the next chapter.

The instances of artefacts, people, and collections are derived from the RCAHMS data set 
and linked to TGN's place instances and AAT's object and material classes. Figure 12 
shows the representation of the RCAHMS axe artefact; 'DE 121'. From the figure it can be 
seen that this artefact is of type axes (weapons), it was found in Edinburgh, made of 
bronze, and it was donated in 1951. A brief description of the artefact is also provided. 
The descriptors axes (weapons) and bronze are AAT terms, while the place instance 
Edinburgh is taken from the TON data. The next chapter shows how this information can 
be used to search for similar artefact finds using a set of semantic distance measures.

Artefacts

DE121

type -•— axes (weapons j

Edinburghfound at

made of

date_donated —• 1951

description ——+• 'Smooth, dark green, untrimmed. Length 81mm,
_._..x

mouth 22x23mm, cutting edge 45mm, weight 145 gms.1

Figure 12. Representation of the artefact DE 121 in OASIS.
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4.5 User Interface

An experimental user interface was implemented to access the OASIS system and retrieve 

relevant data using pre-set queries. The interface is not intended for end users, but it was 

built to demonstrate the underlying algorithms designed to query the system and search for 

relevant data. The interface was built with Borland C++ Builder. It sends the information 

given by the user to a set of external C++ programs that access the OASIS database and 

return lists of results. The interface reads the result lists and presents them to the user. This 

section is aimed to briefly present the interface and the functionality it provides. The next 

chapter gives more examples on how the interface is used, and describes in detail the 

underlying retrieval algorithms.

The interface allows the user to search for artefacts found at certain places. OASIS 

implements a set of similarity algorithms to imprecisely match the artefact's type and place 

name specified by the user, to find and retrieve artefacts of similar types, found at places in 

the vicinity of the named place. The functionality of these algorithms can be altered from 

the user interface. For example the user can increase the weight given for the place and 

decrease the weight of artefact type if the place where the artefact was found is considered 

to be of more relative importance than the type of artefact. The user can also change other 

factors related to individual similarity algorithms as will be demonstrated later.
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OASIS Introduction

Enter the artefacts type (e.g. am) and press Look Up to match it to ttie types stored in the database. 
Then select the one you require from the drop down list on the right Then enter a place name (eg 
Edinburgh) and press Look Up. and select the place name you choose from the list.

3 similarity is calculated using two 
rtors. EuoHdean distances, and 

Admnislrative boundaries Uncheck 
below if you donl want any of these 
factors to be included Note that if you 
uncheck both boxes, place similarity will 
be neglected

f Euclidean distances matter.

F Administrative boundaries matter

You can set the importance of the artefacfs type 
and the place it was found in from the scroll bar 
below Moving the bar to the left will increase the 
importance of the artefacfs type while decreasing 
the importance of the piaoe. and vice versa

Artefact 
Weight

Advanced Submit Form idear Form

I Place r 
J Weight 1

EXTT

Figure 13. The main form of the User Interface of OASIS.

Figure 13 shows the main form of the interface, where the user can select an artefact type 
(e.g. axes) and place where the artefact was found (e.g. Leith in Edinburgh). By pressing 
the 'Look Up' button the system will try to match the user entries with the data in OASIS 
using a simple wild card string matching technique. The system will bring back any 
possible selections, which the user can choose from (Figure 14). The user can alter the 
weights of the artefact and place using the slide bar in the main form. Also, the user can 
select whether or not to include Euclidean distances or Administrative boundaries into 
account when measuring similarity between places. The user can choose to include both of 
these features, only one feature, or none of them. If no features are selected then no spatial 
measures will be applied, and no similar places will be found (exact match).
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OASIS Introduction

F'.tnTef trie artefact s type [e.g. axe) ana press LOOK up TO msuann totne lypes storaain the
[Then select the one you require from the drop down list on trie right Then enter a place name (e .g. 
j, Edinburgh) and press Look Up. and select the place name you choose from the list

mortising axes 
.hipwrights' axes 

axes (tools)

Place similarity is calculated using two 
factors. Euclidean distances, and 
Admnistrative boundaries Uncheck 
below if you don't want any of these 
factors to be included Note that if you 
uncheck both boxes, place similarity will 
be neglected.

Euclidean distances matter 

istrative boundaries

chip axes 
ire axes 

Ipollaxes 
ceremonial axes

importance of the artefact's type while decreasing 
the importance of the place, and vice versa

matteb IIH

Artefact 
Weight - J

I face r 
J Weight 1

Advanced Submit Form Clear Form EXIT

Figure 14. Selecting terms in the main form.

The interface provides an advanced form where the user has the option to configure many 
values used by the system when measuring thematic and spatial similarity. These values 

are shown in Figure 15. If the user has chosen not to include, for example, Euclidean 
distances in the main form, then all related values and sliding bars in the advanced form 

will be deactivated (dimmed). In the advanced form (Figure 15), the user can refine the 

performance of the similarity algorithms by for example altering the weights of the 

thesaurus relationships, number of relationships to traverse, and the threshold of 
expansion. The user can also change the relative weights of the spatial measures and their 

expansion thresholds. By pressing the 'Default' button, all values will be set back to their 

defaults.
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Advanced Form

f Jlhesaur?' r
5t the scroHIB^^V0 a(ter tne weights of 

NT. and RT relationships in thematic similarity 
calculations. The more weight is given for a 
relationship the less cost it will have on the similarity 
value when it is traversed

BT J J

rcl the effect c>f the spatial measures from setting 
their weights The more weight a measure has, the 
more effect it will have on the total spatial similarity 
score

EDM J
Adjust the scroll bar to set the weight of the Euclidean 
Distance Measure

HDM J
Adjust th* scroll bar to set the weight ,-f the 
Hierarchical Distance Measure

OK Default

Thresholds control when to stop term expansions The higher the value 
of the threshold the more terms will be retrieved

TDM J _>J

This scroll bar sets the threshold of the Thematic Distance Measure. 
which retrieves similar artefacts according to type (e.g. axe)

EDM J

This scroll tar sets the threshold of the Euclidean Distance Measure, 
which retrieves similar places according to Euclidean distances

HDM J

This scroll bar sets the threshold of the Hierarchical Distance Measure, 
which retrieves similar places according to their administrative 
boundaries

Links

This represents the maximum number of semantic ii 
calculating thematic similarity between artefacts

Figure 15. The Advanced Form. Slide bars are used to configure the similarity algorithms.

When the 'Submit Form' button is clicked in the main form (Figure 13), the artefact and 

the place where it was found, as well as all other values will be sent to an external C++ 

program which will be launched to query the system on any artefacts of the given type 

found at the specified location. Figure 16 shows the ranked result list for a query on 'axes 

(-weapons) found at Leith in Edinburgh1 . The list displays the artefact IDs as used by 

RCAHMS, as well as their type, place found, and their total similarity scores as calculated 

by OASIS. The similarity is calculated taking into account the factors and values that the 

user selected, such as the semantic measure to employ, weights of objects and 

relationships, etc. The user can scroll the list, and select any record to get more detailed 

information (Figure 17). The detailed information of records include the type of object, 

and the name, co-ordinates and spatial hierarchy of the place where it was found, as well 

as the material it is made of, and any other available information such as a picture of the 

artefact, the name of the person who found or donated it, when it was found or made, and 

any description of the artefact.
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ID
AF 337
AP 499
AF 456
AF 440
AF 431
DE 10

1 AP 262

AP 435
AF 439 
AF 229
AF 503
AF 249
AF 403 
AF 421
AF 437
AF 221 
AF 599
AT 339
AT 333
AT 340
AF 512
AF 289
HA 2
GA 16
PA 22
AT 390
AT 343

ARTEFACT
axes (weapons)
axes (weapons)
axes (weapons)
axes (weapons)
axea (weapons)
axes (weapons)
axaa (weapons)
axes (weapons)
axes (weapons)
axes (weapons)

axes (weapons)
axes (weapons)
axe s (we ap ona )

axes (weapons)
axes (weapons)

tomahawks (weapons)
tomahawks (weapons)
tomahawks (weapons)
axes (weapons)
axes (weapons)
halberds
gi sarnie a
pollaxes
tomahawks (weapons)
tomahawk s (weapons )

Double click your selected record to 
retrieve detailed information.

4

RESULTS

PLACE FOUND
Edinburgh "Kirkli a ton
Midlothian' Dalkeith
Midi othi an " B o rthwick
Midlothian 1 Penicuik
Midi othi an N P enicuik
Midlothian 1 Penicuik
Midlothian" Penicuik
Midlothian Penicuik
Midi othi an v Temple
Midi othi an v Temple

Bast Lothian^Pencaitland
West Lothian"Broxburn
Midlothian^ Leadburn

Midi othi an^Fala
West Lothian^Mid Calder

Edinburgh * Edinburgh
Edinburgh " Edinburgh
Edinburgh v Edinburgh
East Lothian' Bolton
West Lothian^Livingston
Edinburgh x Leith
Edinburgh x Leith
Edinburgh^ Leith
Edinburgh " Cur r i e
Edinburgh N Balerno

Close

    * ' -  - p-
TOTAL SCORE

76 » jl|
73 »
71 »
69 *
69 «
69 «
69 1
£.Q H ^I^HI

69 »
69 »
67 * 
66 *
66 »
66 «

65 «
64 S 
63 »

62 »
62 «
62 «
62 *
60 »
58 «
58 «
58 *
55 * '-Hi
52 « JfP,|

-

i »r"
Figure 16. Ranked list of results.

AF 262-2

United Kingdom 
Scotland 

' Midlothian
Penicuik

Made of: stone

Donated by: JS Richardson

Date donated: 1929

ClOB

Figure 17. Detailed information of a record.
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As mentioned earlier, developing a user interface was not the focus of this research. Future 
work should include testing the usability of the interface and the functionality it provides. 
The current interface allows users to formulate a limited number of queries based on 
artefact types and places where they were found. The interface needs to be extended to 
include other types of queries, such as those concerning location ('where is the river 
Forth'), place type ('do you have any records on artefacts found on top of hills'), 
neighbourhood ('where is the closest Roman burial site to Currie'), or directional 
relationships ('are there any artefacts found to the north of Edinburgh'). The infrastructure 
to process such queries is available in OASIS but not made available in the user interface.
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5 Distance Measures in OASIS

5.1 Overview

Literature on semantic distance measure was provided in chapter 3 which introduced the 

basic idea and use of such measures in information retrieval. This chapter describes in 

detail the similarity measures designed and implemented in OASIS to expand queries on 

archaeological artefacts and the places they are associated with.

Section 5.2 presents the thematic distance measure, describing the structure of the formula 

and the factors it takes into account. Section 5.2.1 investigates new approaches to the 

inclusion of associative thesaurus relationships in term expansion, describing some 
experiments and results obtained. Spatial distance measures are discussed in section 5.3, 

presenting and evaluating the different spatial measures developed in this project, and how 

they can be integrated to provide a total spatial distance rank. Section 5.3.5 presents some 

user experiments with spatial distance measures, describing the structure of these 
experiments, and results evaluation. Query expansion using the OASIS user interface is 

presented in section 5.4.

5.2 OASIS Thematic Distance Measure

The Thematic Distance Measure (TDM) developed for OASIS is based on Rada's Shortest 

Path measure (Rada et al 1989) in that it is based on the minimum number of traversals of 
thesaural relationships. TDM used a spreading activation mechanism, where traversals are 

spread across BT, NT, and RT thesaural paths until either the semantic path ends or when 

the maximum distance (threshold) is reached.

All terms in the AAT are linked with the thesaurus relationships BT and RT. NT 

relationships are the inverse of BTs. In other words, if term A has a BT relationship 

pointing TO it from term B, then term A has an implicit NT relationship to term B.

As explained in section 3.4.1, importance values can be assigned to thesaurus relationships 

to act as traversal cost factors when computing semantic distances between terms. Each
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thesaurus relationship in OASIS is assigned a default traversal cost factor (BT 3, NT 3, RT 

4). These costs favour the traversal of relationships in the order; NT, BT, then RT, taking 

into account a depth factor inversely proportional to the hierarchical depth of the 

destination term. The hierarchical level is taken into account following the belief that 

relationships at lower levels are more specific, and hence represent higher similarity than 

relationships at higher levels that are considered to represent more general relationships 

(Tudhope and Taylor 1997). The intention of this project is to investigate different factors 

relevant to expansion over thesaurus relationships, rather than to find relative weightings 

or costs of relationships. The assignment of costs to relationships is often dependent on 

type of application and particular thesaurus involved. Expansion is normally associated 

with a threshold indicating when to stop. Setting a threshold can be dependent on the 

flexibility the user requires in results, or the number of items to retrieve.

The definition of thematic distance in OASIS is as follows:

TD(a, b) = min
c c ra.x, | ^XpX, | ^x 2 .x n [ j

L L L
Equation 1

TD(a,b) is the minimum Thematic Distance between the terms a and b. Cx i >X2 is the cost of 

the relationship between the terms xi and \2- Lxi is the hierarchical level of the term Xi. Xi, 

X2... xn are terms on the semantic path between the terms a and b.

When using this equation with non-hierarchical relationships such as RT, a special 

treatment needs to be applied to the hierarchical levels of the related terms. Otherwise, two 

terms one link away could appear at different distances if they belong to different 

hierarchical levels and this distortion will be propagated to subsequent BT/NT expansions. 

For example the terms axes (tools), pollaxes, and ceremonial axes are linked with RT 

relationships to the term axes (weapons), and they are at the hierarchical levels of 6, 5, and 

4 respectively (Figure 18). If Equation 1 is applied to expand axes (weapons), and no 

amendments are made to the depth factor, then the semantic distance values of the terms 

axes (tools), pollaxes, and ceremonial axes will be 0.67, 0.8, and 1 respectively. To fix this 

problem, the hierarchical level of terms reached through RT relationships will be taken as 

equal to the level of the starting term. So in the above example, all the terms linked with an
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RT relationship to axes (weapons) will have the same hierarchical level as axes (weapons), 

and hence will all get equal semantic distance values. 

Figure 18 shows the AAT links between a few selected terms, with the hierarchical level 

of each term shown on the side between brackets. To measure the semantic distance 

between the terms 'axes (weapons)' and ' throwing axes' using Equation 1, two possible 

semantic paths can be followed. These two paths are: 

1 axes (weapons) - NT - battle-axes - NT throwing axes 

2 axes (weapons) - NT - tomahawks - RT - throwing axes 

(4) ro.-------t.. ceremonial axes (4) 

(5) 

(7) 

Figure 18. Calculating the semantic distance between terms in the AAT. 

With the costs ofBT, NT, and RT traversals being 3, 3, and 4 respectively, the fITst path 

produces the distance: 

C NT + C NT = l + l = l.1 
D(axes(weapons), throwingaxes) = levelofbattleaxes level of throwing axes 5 6 

The second path produces the distance: 

• C NT + CRT = l + 4 = 1.4 
D(axes(weapons),throwmgaxes) = level of tomahawks level of throwing axes 5 5 
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Note that the level of 'throwing axes' in this path is taken as the level of 'tomahawks' to 

overcome the RT level distortion problem discussed earlier.

Thus the semantic distance between 'axes (weapons)' and 'throwing axes' will be the 

minimum distance of the two paths, which is 1.1.

5.2.7 Associative Relationships

This section presents an investigation of the main issues affecting the use of RT 

relationships in term expansion algorithms (Alani et al 2000). The investigation is focused 

on term expansion in the AAT. The AAT defines 25 types of RTs that the indexer needs to 

follow when using RT relationships. The following sections present a series of 

experimental scenarios based around term generalisation involving RT traversal. The 

experiments focused on the AAT's Objects Facet: Weapons & Ammunition and Tools & 

Equipment hierarchies. Parts of the AAT's BT and RT hierarchies of the term axes 

(weapons) are provided in Appendix D.

5.2.1.1 Narrower Term Expansion
The introductory scenario supposes a narrowly defined information need for items

concerning axes used as weapons (mapping to AAT term axes (weapons)). In this initial 

scenario, expansion is limited and restricted to NT relationships only. The result set would 

be the terms: tomahawks (weapons), battle-axes, throwing axes, andfranciscas. It can be 

seen that very few terms are retrieved. This might be acceptable in this strict scenario, but 

more flexible information needs would most probably require a wider range of results.

5.2.1.2 Hierarchical Relationships Expansion

The second scenario supposes an information need for items more broadly connected with 

axes used as weapons, thus allowing for some flexibility in expansion. Table 1 shows the 

results from expanding BT and NT relationships.

It can be seen from the table below that more terms were retrieved than in the previous 

expansion. However, terms known to exist in the database and expected to be in the result
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set are missing, such as hatchets and machetes. This is because these terms are classified in 

the AAT under the hierarchy Tools and Equipment', which is not the same as the 

'Weapons and Ammunition' hierarchy of axes (weapons).

Table 1. BT/NT expansion only.

Term
axes (weapons)
tomahawks
battle-axes
edged weapons
throwing-axes
franciscas
staff weapons
sword sticks
harpoons
bayonets
daggers (weapons)
fist-weapons
knives (weapons)
swords
partisans
spears (weapons)
leading staffs

Distance
0

0.6
0.6

1
1.1

1.53
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
2.35
2.35
2.35

Term
halberds
Pollaxes
gisarmes
bills (staff-weapons)
corsescas
glaives
integral bayonets
knife bayonets
plug bayonets
socket bayonets
sword bayonets
Left-hand daggers
cinquedeas
ballock daggers
baselards
eared daggers

Distance
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35

Term
poniards
stilettos (daggers)
trench knives
arm daggers
fighting bracelets
finger hooks
finger knives
brass knuckles
switchblade knives
dirks
bolos (weapons)
bowie knives
Landsknecht-daggers
<swords by form>
<swords by function>
weapons

Distance
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.5

5.2.1.3 Hierarchical and Associative Relationships Expansion

Table 2 shows the effect of introducing RT expansion. The AAT describes staff weapons 

as 'Edged weapons mounted on long straight poles of wood or metal called staffs'. Note 

that in this scenario staff weapons related to axes (halberds, pollaxes, gisarmes) are 
brought closer due to the inclusion of RT traversals that can lead to shorter semantic paths. 

Note also that some new terms are now retrieved such as hatchets and machetes that were 

missing in previous expansion results. However, other terms such as axes (tools), chip 

axes, ceremonial axes are also introduced. The term axes (tools) was retrieved because it is 

linked to axes (weapons) with a RT relationship. Expanding further the term axes (tools) 

leads to the retrieval of its narrower terms; chip axes and ceremonial axes. These terms 

could be relevant to broader information needs where a user is interested in information on 

axes in general, in which case both axes acting as weapons or tools might be of interest. In 

some situations however, these terms could be regarded as noise introduced by RT 

traversals.
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Table 2. RT expansion included.

f Term
axes (weapons)
tomahawks (weapons)
battle-axes
edged weapons
axes (tools)
halberds
pollaxes
gisarmes
ceremonial axes
throwing axes
hatchets
franciscas
chip axes
berdyshes
staff weapons
sword sticks
harpoons
bayonets
daggers (weapons)
fist weapons
knives (weapons)
swords
<projectiles with 
nonexplosive 
propellant>

Distance
0

0.6
0.6

1
1
1
1
1
1

1.1
1.4

1.53
1.6
1.6

1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75

1.77

Term
adze-hatchets
hewing hatchets
lathing hatchets
shingling hatchets
<cutting tools>
fasces
Pulaskis
<ceremonial 
weapons>
<wood-cutting 
and finishing tools>
arrows
machetes
darts
partisans
spears (weapons)
leading staffs
bills (staff weapons)
corsescas
glaives
integral bayonets
knife bayonets
plug bayonets
socket bayonets

Distance
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
2
2
2

2

2.15
2.33
2.33
2.33
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35

Term
sword bayonets
left-hand daggers
cinquedeas
ballock daggers
baselards
eared daggers
Landsknecht daggers
poniards
stilettos (daggers)
Trench knives
arm daggers
dirks
fighting bracelets
finger hooks
finger knives
brass knuckles
switchblade knives
bolos (weapons)
bowie knives
<swo rds by form>
<swords by function>
weapons

Distance
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
235
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.5

The advantages of including RTs, as shown in this scenario, is that more relevant terms 

can be retrieved or brought closer to the query term. The disadvantage of this approach is 

that some of the terms retrieved can be regarded as irrelevant in certain scenarios. Some 

control is therefore needed on the inclusion of RTs in term expansion.

5.2.1.4 Hierarchical-based filtering of Associative Relationships

One method of reducing noise introduced by RT expansion is by filtering on the original 

term's sub-hierarchy. In other words, RT relationships linking terms within different sub- 

hierarchies will not be traversed (or could be penalised). Table 3 shows a set of terms (and 

their sub-hierarchies) that were removed from the above example (distances are from 

Table 2) as a result of applying this approach.

This expansion method excluded some of the objects serving as tools (such as axes (tools), 

chip axes, <cutting tools>). However, instances of axes serving both as tools and as
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weapons (such as hatchets, machetes) were also excluded, since due to the mono- 

hierarchical nature of the AAT they are located within the Tools & Equipment' hierarchy.

Table 3. Terms excluded when inter-hierarchical traversals are not allowed. 

T.&E. stands for Tools & Equipment, and I.F. is Information Forms.

Term

axes (tools)
hatchets
chip axes
adze-hatchets

hewing hatchets

lathing hatchets

Distance

1
1.4
1.6
1.9

1.9

1.9

Sub- 
hierarchy
T.&E.
T.&E.
T.&E.
T.&E.

T.&E.

T.&E.

Term

shingling hatchets
<cutting tools>
fasces
Pulaskis
<wood-cutting and- 
finishing tools>
machetes

Distance

1.9
2
2
2

2.15

2.33

Sub- 
hierarchy
T.&E.
T.&E.

I.F.
T.&E.

T.&E.

T.&E.

The advantage of filtering on the hierarchies of terms is that retrieval noise can be reduced 
(higher precision) by excluding the terms within hierarchies other than that of the query 
term. The disadvantage of this approach is that the filtering criteria might be considered 

too rough, leading to the exclusion of all relevant terms that were indexed in different 
hierarchies (lower recall). The hierarchical-based filtering approach can be regarded as a 

simple technique to add some control to RT expansion and identify some of the related 
terms with minimal additional effort. Although this might be sufficient in some situations, 

a more flexible approach is to filter on RT subtypes (next section), rather than on term 

hierarchies.

5.2.1.5 Specialised Associative Relationships

This scenario explores an alternative filtering approach based upon selecting 
specialisations of the RT relationship according to retrieval context. This is in accordance 

with the recommendation of Rada et al (1991) that automatic expansion of non- 

hierarchical relationships should be restricted to situations where the type of relationship 

can be linked with the particular query, and also with Jones' (1993) suggestion of using 

sub-classifications of relationships and distinguishing between related terms, to help in 

differentiating relationships according to strength. Paice (1991) also made an observation 

that RT relationships may vary in strength. The aim of this approach it is to take advantage 

of a richer thesaurus which employs different types of RTs. In some circumstances it may 

be appropriate to treat all types of associative relationships the same for retrieval purposes
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(as in the above scenarios). However, under other contexts it may be desirable to treat RT 

sub-types differently, permitting the traversal of certain RT types, while forbidding or 

penalising others by increasing the cost of their traversals.

The JP Getty Trust maintains a set of indexing guidelines for creating specific associative 

relationships in the AAT. The guidelines consist of a list of RT subtypes, the facets, 

hierarchies, and objects between which each RT subtype can be used, as well as a 

description and example of each subtype. However, information on the subtypes is not 

retained in electronic implementations of the AAT to date. The Getty provided this project 

with the RT guidelines and samples of hand written RT terms sheets for a random 

selection of RT relationships within specific AAT hierarchies, such as the Tools & 

Equipment', and the 'Weapons & Ammunition' hierarchies. The AAT editorial guidelines 

specialise RTs into the following sub-types (AAT 1995):

1 Alternate BT (1A) and NT (IB) relationships: (e.g. arrows - edged weapons). 

Alternative hierarchical relationships allow a poly-hierarchical representation of a 

thesaurus in a mono-hierarchical database. All AAT implementations to date are 

mono-hierarchical, in spite of the original poly-hierarchical design of the AAT.

2 Whole/Part (2A) and Part/Whole (2B) relationships: (e.g. arrows - nocks).

3 Inter-facet relationships. These are represented in 19 sub-types:

3A Associative Concepts facet/Agents facet (e.g. <legal concepts> RT <people in

3B Associative Concepts facet/Activities facet (e.g. <legal concepts> RT trials).

3C Associative Concepts facet/Objects facet relating to the Built Environment (e.g.

organic architecture RT Usonian houses). 

3D Associative Concepts facet/Objects facet relating to equipment in the Furnishings

& Equipment hierarchies (e.g. office automation RT computers). 

3E Associative Concepts facet/Objects facet relating to the documents or products in

the Furnishings & Equipment or Visual & Verbal Communication sections (e.g.

<layout features> RT layout).

3F Agents facet/ Activities facet (e.g. masons RT bricklaying). 

3G Agents facet/Materials facet (e.g. bricklayers RT brick).
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3H Agents facet/Objects facet relating to the Built Environment (e.g. ambassadors RT

embassies).

3J Agents facet/ Objects facet relating to equipment in the Furnishings & Equipment

hierarchies (eg. assay scales RT assayers). 

3K Agents facet/Objects facet relating to the documents or products in the Furnishings

& Equipment or Visual & Verbal Communication sections (e.g. postage stampe RT

philatelists)

3M Terms among the Activities hierarchy (e.g. collections management RT 
museology)

3N Activities facet/Materials facet (e.g. devitrivication RT glass). 

3P Activities facet/ Objects facet relating to the Built Environment (e.g. running RT 
indoor tracks). 

3Q Activities facet/Objects facet relating to equipment in the Furnishings & Equipment

hierarchies (e.g. archery RT arrows). 

3R Activities facet/Objects facet relating to equipment in the Furnishings & Equipment

hierarchies (e.g. maps RT cartography).

3S Materials facet/Objects facet (e.g. gunpowder RT powder mills). 

3T Objects facet: equipment and location where it is used or produced (e.g. airports RT 

aircraft). 
3U Objects facet: visual or verbal work and location where it is used or produced (e.g.

tickets RT ticket offices).
3W Objects facet: furnishings or equipment and visual or verbal work used or 

produced (e.g. coins RT coin sales).
4 Distinguished-from relationship: The scope note evidences a need to distinguish the 

sense of two terms (e.g. axes (weapons) - axes (tools)).

5 Conjuncted terms (e.g. arrows - bows (weapons)).
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isA

AATThesaurusNotionType

instance

AAT BT

AATHierarchvTerm
•4- 
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AAT UF

AAT RT 1A 

AAT RT IB 

AAT_RT_2A 

AAT RT_2B 

AAT RT 3 

AAT_RT_4 

AAT RT 5

hierarchical_association_Type

associative_relation_Type
ThesaurusNotionType

instance instance equivalence_associative_Type

AATDescriptor

Figure 19. Specialisation of the associative relationship.

Figure 19 shows the OASIS representation of thesaurus relationships. The classes and full- 
lined relationships are part of the original SIS implementation of the AAT. This 
implementation also contained a single general purpose RT relationship similar to all 
existing electronic AAT implementations. In OASIS however, this RT relationship is 
extended to a set of more specialised associative relationships which are shown as dashed 
lines in Figure 19. These RT specialisations are produced in OASIS following the AAT 
guidelines described in the previous section. For example AAT_RT_1 A represents the 1A 
RT subtype described in the guidelines. The 19 AAT_RT_3 subtypes are represented in 
the figure above by one relationship only simply to save space in the diagram. All RT sub 
types are specialised from one relationship; associative relation_Type. OASIS 
transformed the AAT RT subtypes from simple manual guidelines into an electronic 

format that could be reasoned over.
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For this experiment, all RT relationships 3 links away from axes (weapons) (appendix D) 
were manually specialised into their corresponding sub-types by following sample extracts 
of the AAT editorial Related Term sheets and applying the editorial rules. In this scenario, 
the thematic distance algorithm was set to filter on RT subtypes, permitting the traversal of 
the Alternative BT and Alternative NT relationships only. Table 4 presents the terms 
included and excluded by this approach in comparison with the results of the previous 
approach (Table 3).

Table 4. Filtering by RT specialisation (alternate hierarchical RTs only).

(a) terms included, (b) terms exluded. 

(a) (b)

It Term Included
hatchets
adze-hatchets
hewing hatchets
lathing hatchets
shingling hatchets
<wood cutting and - 
finishing tools>
Pulaskis
Machetes

Distance
1.4
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9

2.15

2.2
2.2

Term Excluded
axes (tools)
chip axes
<cutting tools>
fasces

Distance
1

1.6
2
2

The results presented in the tables above show that some terms (such as hatchets, 
machetes) are still included, despite being indexed in the Tools & Equipment' hierarchy, 
while other terms (such as axes (tools), chip axes) are excluded. The term axes (tools) for 
example is excluded because the RT relationship between axes (weapons) and axes (tools) 
is of the subtype Distinguished From and is not traversed in this scenario when filtering 
only on alternative hierarchical RT subtypes. As a result, tool-related terms derived solely 
from axes (tools) (such as chip axes and cutting tools) are excluded. In some contexts, the 
terms excluded here might be considered relevant, but in a stricter scenario on weapons- 
related terms, they might well be regarded as less relevant and can now be excluded.

The same approach can be applied to other scenarios, relating for example to parts or 
components of an object. In this case, the RT relationship filterisation will be on the 
Alternative hierarchical RTs, as well as the Whole/Part, and Part to Whole subtypes. To
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demonstrate this scenario, all RT relationships 3 links away from the term arrows (Figure 

20) have been manually specialised into their corresponding subtypes by following 

examples from the AAT Editorial RT sheets as well as following the editorial guidelines. 
Table 5 presents the results of this expansion using a threshold of 1.3, with terms retrieved 

through Whole/Part RTs shown in italics. It can be seen that many terms related to arrow 
component are retrieved, such as arrowheads, feathers, nocks, and crossbows.

Weapons and Ammunition} 
AATDescriptor

bolts (arrows}—• AAT_BT

jjarrow components>
nocks-- AAT_RT_2B

bows (weapons)—• AAT_RT_5 

archery-* AAT_RT_3Q

AAT_BT

AAT ALT —narrow!

nocks 
AAT_RT_2B -• orrow components^

AAT_RT_3Q

AAT_RT_1 A -• edged wea

AAT_RT_5 —» bows (weapons)'

Figure 20. AAT visualisation of arrows with RT specialisations.

There is also potential for filtering on other types of RT relationship. For example, an 
information need relating to archery and its equipment, might justify traversal of AAT RT 

inter-facet subtype Activity - Equipment Needed or Produced. This would yield the terms 
arrows and bows (weapons), which could in turn be expanded to terms such as bolts 

(arrows), crossbows, composite bows, longbows, and self bows.
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Table 5. RT expansion: filtering on Alternate Broader/Narrower and Whole/Part subtypes.

Term
Arrows
bolts (arrows)
<projectiles with nonexplosive 
propellant>
<arrow components>
Nocks
edged weapons
crossbows
arrowheads
feathers (arrow components)

staff weapons

axes (weapons)

sword sticks

Distance
0

0.43

0.60

0.67
0.67
0.67
1.00
1.09

1.09

1.09

1.09

1.09

Term
harpoons
bayonets

daggers (weapons)

fist weapons
knives (weapons)
swords
darts
throwing knives
throwing-sticks 
(projectiles)
bolas
<projectile weapons 
components>
weapons

Distance
1.09
1.09

1.09

1.09
1.09
1.09
1.10
1.10

1.10

1.10

7.27

1.27

The scenarios demonstrated above and their results highlight the advantage of this 

approach in that RT relationships can be treated differently, according to their type and 

query content. The disadvantage of this approach is that traditional implementations of 

thesauri do not contain RT specialisations, although these might exist in external 

documents as in the AAT. Time and effort need to be invested to add RT specialisations 

into thesauri implementations. Another problem is the difficulty of linking the type of RT 

to traverse to the query content. Users might not be able to decide which RTs to use unless 

they are familiar with thesauri structures. Automatic methods for selecting RTs need to be 

designed to ease the RT selection problem.
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5.3 OASIS Spatial Distance Measures

Initially, three spatial distance measures were developed and investigated as part of this 

project for the retrieval and ranking of similar spatial units. After experimenting with these 

measures, one of them (section 5.3.3) was dropped due to the lack of cognitive justification 

as will be explained later. The following sections describe these measures and how they 

can be applied and integrated to obtain a total spatial similarity value.

5.3.1 Euclidean Distance Measure

Euclidean distances between places could be one of the main indicators of spatial 

similarity that people consider. However, in some contexts Euclidean distance would not 

be the only factor affecting spatial similarity calculations. Furthermore, place co-ordinates 

are not always available, in which case Euclidean distances cannot be calculated. The 

Euclidean Distance Measure (EDM) was used to calculate spatial distances between place 

co-ordinates, and rank places accordingly. Most co-ordinates were obtained from the TON 

data and stored as latitudes and longitudes. The formula used to calculate EDM is based on 

the great circle method, which is presented in Larson (1995):

ED(PI , P2 ) = * 7915.6 * -- Equation 2
/ I lot) J

Cos a = sin Lati * sin Lat2 + cos Lati * cos Lat2 * cos (Longi - Long2)

ED(Pi, P2) is the Euclidean Distance between the places PI and P2 . The constant 7915.6 is 

the Earth's diameter in miles. Lati and Longi are the latitude and longitude of PI.

EDM is useful to answer queries including distances, e.g. 'How far is Cardiff castle from 

here?', 'Are there any Roman sites within 30 miles from Edinburgh?'. In some cases the 

system might need to expand a query to include places in the vicinity of a given place, in 

which case the Euclidean distance becomes quite useful. However, co-ordinates are not 

good representatives of area-represented places such as county regions. Section 6.3.5 

presents a method that enables EDM to apply to regional boundaries. This would be useful
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in cases where the user is interested in Euclidean distances to boundaries rather than to 
centroids.

5.3.2 Hierarchical Distance Measure

Places in OASIS are stored in a spatial hierarchy based on part of relationships (e.g. 

Midlothian part-of Scotland, Scotland part-of United Kingdom) (section 4.4). These 

relationships are derived mainly from the TON data. A spatial hierarchy of this sort is 

similar to the semantic nets for which Rada et al (1989) developed their shortest path 

similarity measure, except that the one in hand is a poly-hierarchy. The measure presented 

here is based on the generalisation measure of Spanoudakis and Constantopoulos (1993, 

1995) which they used (in combination with other measures) to measure similarity 
between software artefacts.

Spatial reasoning without place co-ordinates has been the focus of some research 

(Papadias and Delis 1997, Papadias et al 1996, Papadias and Sellis 1994). The Hierarchical 
Distance Measure (HDM) was developed to measure similarity between places according 

to their hierarchical association, so that places within the same spatial region would be 
considered closer to each other than to places outside that region. HDM would be useful in 

cases where administrative boundaries are important or if no co-ordinates are available. 

HDM takes into account the hierarchical level of each place in an attempt to reflect their 
hierarchical importance. For example places within the same country but in different 
counties, are regarded to be more similar to each other than to places within different 

countries because countries are placed at higher hierarchical levels than counties. The 

formula used in OASIS to calculate HDM is as follows:

HD(Pi ,Pj ) = -
0

J

Equation 3 
if R ~ '

XE{P; .pt-Pj .ptju^Pj .pt-Pj -pt}j{i,j} ^y,

HD(Pi PJ) is the Hierarchical Distance between the places Pj and Pj. Pj.pt is the set of 

transitive closures of the places that P; is part of. LX is the hierarchical level of the place

Px-
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The HDM measure is a metric because is satisfies the zero, symmetric, and positive 

properties, as well as the triangular inequality (Rada et al 19889. In theory, places that are 

part of more than one region should have overlap relationships with these regions. 

However, the overlap relationship was left implicit in OASIS implementation. The notion 

of overlap can be inferred from the pan of relationships, where places with more that one 

pan of relationship can be considered to have an overlap.

Although HDM was designed to be applied to spatial poly-hierarchies, it can also be 

applied to mono hierarchies with equivalent quality. The majority of places in the spatial 

hierarchy in OASIS have no overlap. In other words, each place is part of one particular 
region. To demonstrate the HDM on overlapping places, a set of hills are selected that 

overlap with different regions in Scotland. For the query; 'Find all hills in Midlothian', the 

hierarchical measure enables the system to differentiate between the hills that are entirely 
contained within Midlothian's boundaries, the hills that are partially contained (overlap) 

within Midlothian's boundaries, and the hills that are fully contained in other regions.

Figure 21 shows the spatial hierarchy of these hills. Some of these hills are fully contained 
within one region (Carnethy Hill pan of Midlothian), while others are partially contained 

in two or more regions (e.g. Harbour Hill part of Midlothian and pan of City of 

Edinburgh).

Figure 21. A spatial hierarchy of part of relationships for a set of hills in Scotland.
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If Scotland is of hierarchical level 4 (Scotland part of United. Kingdom part of Europe part 
o/World), then the sub-regions will be of level 5, and the hills in the figure will be of level 

6. The following HDM values are obtained using Equation 3.

1. HD (Henshaw Hill, West Caim Hill) = ————-———— +
level of Henshaw level of West Cairn 

= 1/6 + 1/6 = 0.333

2. HD (Henshaw Hill, East Cairn Hill) =

1 '
level of Henshaw level of East Cairn level of City of Edinburgh 

= 1/6 + 1/6 + 1/5 = 0.533

3. HD (Henshaw Hill, Camethy Hill) = 1/6 + 1/6 + 1/5 + 1/5 + 1/5 = 0.933

4. HD (Henshaw Hill, Harbour Hill) = 1/6 + 1/6 + 1/5 + 1/5 + 1/5 + 1/5 = 1.133

The values above show that the hills that are fully contained within the same regions 

(Henshaw Hill and West Cain Hill in example 1) are hierarchically closer to each other 
than to hills that are also partially contained within other regions (East Caim Hill in 

example 2 which is also part of the City of Edinburgh). Also, hierarchical distance of hills 
that are partially contained within many different regions, i.e. have many uncommon 

superparts (Henshaw Hill and Harbour Hill in example 4 above, with four uncommon 

superparts), is more than the hierarchical distance of hills with less uncommon superparts 

(Henshaw Hill and Camethy Hill in example 3, with three uncommon superparts).

As mentioned earlier, HDM can be applied to places with no overlap. It can also be 

applied between a place and the region that contains it, or between a place and the places it 

contains. Consider the example in Figure 22.
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West Lothian Midlothian

Figure 22. Hierarchy of places in Scotland.

HD(Midlothian, Scotland) = 1/5 + 1/4 = 0.45 

HD(Midlothian, Penicuik) = 1/5 + 1/6 = 0.37

The above two examples show that places are more similar to their subparts than to their 

superparts. This indicates that expanding places downwards is favoured over expanding 

then up the hierarchy. This corresponds to the order of expansion adopted in the Thematic 

Distance Measure (section 3.4.1), where NT relationships were traversed before BTs.

In this project, HDM was only applied to administrative hierarchies. HDM could also be 

applied to other types of spatial hierarchies, such as geographical or political divisions.

5.3.3 Neighbourhood Distance Measures

The Neighbourhood Distance Measure (NDM) was intended to derive spatial distances 

between places according to their geographical distribution. The idea behind it was that 

places with many other places in between could be regarded as less similar to other places 

with few or no places separating them. However, the experimental results described in 

section 5.3.5 did not fully support this idea. Some users considered places with many 

others in between to be of high similarity to each other. It seems that the theory behind the 

Neighbourhood measure cannot be fully justified easily as it is dependent on people's 

perception. Further research is needed to study the effect of place distribution on spatial 

similarity judgments.
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5.3.4 Integrating HDM and EDM distance values

To calculate the total spatial distance between any two places, or between a place and a set 

of places, each measure (EDM and HDM) is run separately to produce two lists of distance 

values. These lists are then combined using weights to produce a final list of places ranked 

according to their total spatial distances to a query place. The assumption behind merging 

different result lists is that it could be easier for the user to understand the results when 

provided in a single ranked list, rather than multiple lists of results ranked according to 

different criteria, which could be suitable for a more expert user. However, the merge 

should be optional and could be selected/deselected when required.

The EDM measure tends to produce distances in much higher ranges than HDM does. 

Before the two lists can be combined, it is important to normalise their values to be within 

the same range (0-1). A common procedure in statistics to normalise a list of values is to 

divide all values by the minimum value, then divide all values again by the maximum 

value. Table 6 and 7 below give an example of normalising Euclidean and Hierarchical 

distances. The distances are measured between the places listed in these tables and Leith, 

which is part of the City of Edinburgh.

Table 6. Normalising EDM values. Table 7. Normalising HDM values.

Place
Musselburgh
Currie
Tranent
Penicuik
West Calder
Spott

EDM
4.66
6.21
8.38
9.57
17.56
25.17

/min
1

1.33
1.8

2.05
3.77
5.40

/max!
0.19
0.25
0.33
0.38
0.7

1

Place
Currie
Musselburgh
Tranent
Penicuik
West Calder
Spott

HDM
0.4
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65
0.65

/min
1

1.63
1.63
1.63
1.63
1.63

/max
0.61

1
1
1
1
1

It can be seen from the two tables that the values of both measures are now within the 

same range (0-1) and hence can be merged using the formula:

Equation 4
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TSD(P!,P2) is the Total Spatial Distance between the places PI and P2 . wi and w2 are the 
weights of Euclidean and Hierarchical distance measures respectively, n stands for 
normalised.

Assuming that wi = 0.6 and w2 = 0.4, then TSD values for the places in tables 6 and 7 can 
be calculated using equation 4. The places now can be ranked according to their TSD 
values (Table 8), starting with the most similar (Currie) and ending with the least similar 
(Spott).

Table 8. Calculating Total Spatial Distance.

Place
Musselburgh
Currie
Tranent
Penicuik
West Calder
Spott

EDMn
0.19
0.25
0.33
0.38
0.7

1

HDMn
1

0.6
1
1
1
1

TSD
0.514
0.39

0.598
0.628
0.82

1

5.3.5 User Experiments with Spatial Distance Measures

A pilot experiment was designed to get some indications on how users judge spatial 
similarity under different scenarios. The experiment was run with senior level computing 
students. It was made in two versions, each consisted of two scenarios (Appendices A and 
B). The first scenario implies that both administrative boundaries and Euclidean distances 
are important for similarity judgements. The second scenario implies that only Euclidean 
distances matter. The scenarios were meant to test how students consider administrative 
boundaries, Euclidean distances, and Neighbourhood distance measures in their spatial 
similarity judgements.

In the first version of the experiment, in the first scenario the students were asked to "rank" 
(e.g. 1 st , 2nd , 3rd) 20 places which they could choose freely from a map starting from the 
most similar to a given place, ending with the 20th least similar. The second scenario of 
this version asked the students to provide "scores" (0-100%) to a predefined set of places 
according to their similarity to a specific place. The second version of the experiment was 
similar to the first one except that students were asked to give scores to a predefined set of 
places in the first scenario, and rank places of their choice in the second scenario. The 
reason for having two versions is in case there was any effect on the results due to the
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method used (ranking or scoring). The first version of the experiment was run with 18 

students, and the second version was run with 12 students, giving a total of 30. Missing 

data (ranks/scores) were replaced by the average. For example, if a user missed out 

scoring or ranking a place, then that missing value would be substituted by the average 

value for the place given by the rest of the users in the same group. Most results included 

extreme data on both ends. For example a user would give a 90% score for a place, while 

another user would give it a 10% score. Skewness values (calculated in SPSS v.8) also 

showed lack of symmetry in most results. In such cases the average is a better 
representative than the median (Mason et al 1998, p90).

The two scenarios are described in the following sections, with some analysis of results 
and their indications.

5.3.5.1 Scenario 1

"An architect staying in Bonnyrigg in Midlothian is interested in the local building 

architecture, and would like to find more places to visit in the area during his short 

stay. The style of buildings differs the further away from Bonnyrigg. In addition, 

Bonnyrigg architecture has a particular Midlothian style. Local architecture of regions 

close to Midlothian could still be quite similar to that of Midlothian, and hence similar 

to Bonnyrigg, in which case they might be of interest to the architect. The architecture 

is also interested in towns that used to be in the same parish as Bonnyrigg, since they 

might have the same style. The architect intends to make individual trips to these 

places on foot."

Figure 23 shows the map that was supplied with scenario 1, version 2. The map in version 

1 of this scenario lacks the circle which is meant to limit the number of places to consider. 

Comparing the results from the two versions of this scenario, taking away the places that 

were not shared in both versions, produced a Pearson Correlation coefficient of 0.85 

between the averages, (where a Pearson coefficient of 1 indicates an exact match). The 

correlation significance was at the 0.01 level. This indicates that the ranked results from 

both versions were very similar. Most users expressed their preference to "scoring" places, 

rather than "ranking" them. They said that "scoring" provides more freedom, and is easier 

to use.
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Figure 23. Map supplied with Scenario 1 - version 2.

The results of the first scenario, version 2 are shown in figure 24. Each point (place) has a 
number which represents its rank derived from the average similarity scores given by the 
users. It can be seen that ranks are spread not only in relation to Euclidean distances, but 
also according to administrative boundaries. Places within the same regional boundaries 
as Bonnyrigg got the highest ranks (places ranked 1 and 2), while the places that did not 
share the same regional boundaries as Bonnyrigg got the least ranks (e.g. places ranked 18 

and above).

The results hi figure 24 show some 
degree of agreement with the HDM 
measure described in section 5.3.2. 
Places ranked 1 st and 2nd would have the 

highest hierarchical similarity value to 
Bonnyrigg as they share all their 
boundaries with it. Places that share one 
boundary with Bonnyrigg would come 
next such as the ones hi Midlothian 

outside the old parish boundary, and

West Lothian

oldpa^sh 
bouri'

Figure 24. The results of scenario 1 - version 2. 
Numbers represent ranks of places.
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then the ones in the City of Edinburgh and in the old parish boundary. The least similar 

(with lowest ranks) are those in the City of Edinburgh and East Lothian that share no 
boundaries with Bonnyrigg.

Another thing to note is the places with the 8th and 10th ranks. There are two places 

between Bonnyrigg and the 10th place, while there are none between the former and the 

8th place. For the first instance this ranking seems to agree with the NDM theory (section 

5.3.3). However, a closer look at the results of each student (30 students) shows that only 

37% of them agreed with these ranks, while 23% gave higher similarity values to the 10th 

place than to the 8th place, and 17% gave both places the same similarity value. Students 
who didn't give values for any of the two places formed another 23% of the total. This 

indicates that there is some disagreement among the students with this theory. The same 
can be seen for the 9th ranked place where only 40% of the results gave it higher similarity 

than the 10th ranked place. The places with ranks 8, 9, and 10 are at about the same 
Euclidean distance to Bonnyrigg as shown in figure 24. This shows that the theory behind 

the Neighbourhood measure needs more investigation and more focused experiments to 

study how the distribution of places affects similarity calculations.

5.3.5.2 Scenario 2

"An archaeologist is interested is the history of an ancient clan that used to inhabit 

mid-south Scotland. Traces of this clan (such as clay pots, tools, etc.) were located 

near a place named Airth in Falkirk. The archaeologist would like to identify similar 

places to Airth to search for more traces of this clan."

Students were reminded that current administrative boundaries did not exist at the time in 

this scenario. They were asked to give scores (0-100%) to the places within the circle 

according to how similar they are to Airth, in respect to the given scenario.
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Figure 25 Map supplied with scenario 2 - version 1.

Figure 25 shows the map supplied with
scenario 2 - version 1. Version 2 of this
scenario excludes the circle and leaves the
students to choose places freely. The results
of this scenario are shown in figure 26. The
ranks in this figure show that boundaries had
little, or no effect on similarity judgements.
This complies with the given scenario.
Euclidean distance seems to be the main
factor students took into account in this
scenario. Although it can be noticed that
some students gave higher similarity values
to places on the same side of the river as
Airth than to places on the other side. This implies that topology has an effect on spatial
similarity calculations. So for example the places ranked 3 and 9 are at about the same
Euclidean distance to Airth, but the place ranked 3 rd is on the same side of river Forth as
Airth, while the place ranked 9th is on the other side of the river. The same can be noticed
with the places ranked 4th and 13th, and with the 2nd and 7th.

Figure 26. Results of scenario 2 - version 1.
Places are ranked according to their

similarity to Airth.
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5.3.6 Summary

Total spatial distance values were estimated from the integrated normalised results of 

Euclidean and Hierarchical distances. Euclidean distances are useful as simple first 

indicators of place similarity. However, places have many other features that can have an 

effect on their similarity. Euclidean distances are not always possible to calculate because 

centroid co-ordinates might not be available. The co-ordinates supplied in the TON dataset 

are rounded to degrees and minutes, leading to some very adjacent towns having the same 

co-ordinates. Although this has slightly reduced the accuracy of Euclidean distances 

between such places, it had minimal effect on the similarity results, because the similarity 

ranks of such towns will be unaffected. Calculating Euclidean distances to regional 

boundaries is sometimes desirable because centroid co-ordinates are poor representatives 

of regional extents. The DSAM method described later in this thesis attempts to ease this 

problem by enabling calculation of Euclidean distances to approximated boundaries.

The Hierarchical Distance Measure was developed to calculate similarity between places 

based on their position in the administrative hierarchy, so that places that are part of the 

same region are considered to be more similar to each other. This measure can be useful 
when co-ordinates are missing or when there is interest in administrative divisions of 

places. HDM was applied to places of similar types, such as on hills and mountains, or 
towns and cities. These place types were selected manually prior to calculations. A 

measure similar to TDM (section 5.2) could be used to automatically select the type of 

places that are similar to the one of interest.

The pilot user experiment described in the last section supported the idea that users take 

into account Euclidean distances and administrative boundaries when searching for similar 

places under certain scenarios. The results obtained from these experiments were 

consistent with the performance of the Euclidean and the Hierarchical spatial measures. 

The experiments also helped in identifying areas that need more focused study and further 

experiments, such as the effect of place distribution, or the existence of nearby topological 

features (e.g. a river) on place similarity.

The results of the experiment are not considered to be conclusive because the number of 

students who did the experiment was statistically insufficient. Furthermore, some of the
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results were difficult to compare due to the different design of the two versions of the 
experiment, and the high number of missing data, which made some of these results less 
representative or accurate. Further experiments are needed with more focused aims, 
operated on a larger number of users. Some basic training or knowledge should be given to 
the users prior to the experiments to assure their understanding of the scenarios and 
requirements.
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5.4 Query Expansion and the User Interface

The Total Distance of the retrieved records in OASIS are calculated by integrating the 
normalised values of the TDM, EDM, and HDM distance measures. Total Distances 
represent the total distance between a query artefact and a set of relevant artefacts, in 
regard to the artefact's type and place found. In the user interface of OASIS, the user can 
choose which distance measure to take account of and set the weights of the artefact's type 
and the place where it was found. For example the user can choose not to include the TDM 
measure in expansion (i.e. TDM will have a weight of zero), in which case the ranking will 
be based on the similarity of the places only.

For the purposes of the investigation on combined thematic and spatial distance measures 
described in the following sections, it was necessary to introduce some artificial data, 
generated automatically following sample data from the RCAHMS records. The reason for 
that is because most of the required data objects in the RCAHMS dataset are buried in text 
descriptor records, as shown in the sample record in Figure 4. Furthermore, the variety of 
artefacts in the RCAHMS dataset available to this project was limited. For example there 
were no records on pollaxes, gisarmes, etc. Data on objects of such types, as well as of the 
types supported by RCAHMS, were generated automatically in OASIS, based on typical 
data samples extracted from the RCAHMS dataset. The fictional data were produced to 
provide sufficient quantity and variety of data for the experiments.

The following sections demonstrate example scenarios, expanding a query on axes 
(weapons) found at Edinburgh, using the distance measures separately, then combining all 

distance values to derive total distances.

5.4.1 Expanding over Thematic Distances

Thematic distance values can be normalised in a similar way to the normalisation of the 

spatial distance values (section 5.3.4). In some cases the user might be interested in the 

artefact objects, regardless of any related spatial information. Figure 27 shows the results 
of expanding axes (weapons) regardless of place, i.e. a weight of zero is given to place. 

Therefore, places where the artefacts were found had no effect on the total distances of the



records. All records of axes (weapons) scored a 100% as they are an exact match. The rest 
of the scores were calculated from the normalised Thematic Distance values of the terms, 

converted to be out of 100%. For example the TDM value of tomahawks (weapons) was 
0.6. After normalisation, the value became 0.42. The equivalent percentage score of this 
value is 100 - (0.42 * 100) = 58%.

ID
AP 249
AP 289
DE 10
AP 262
AP 262-2
DS 121
AT 343
AT 390
AT 339
AT 333
AS 340
AT 313
AT 353
AT 540
AT 541
AT 357
AT 443
AT 490
AT 439
AT 433
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AT 413
HA 2
HA 9
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mm^mmmmm
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axes (w apon )
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Edinburgh" Edinburgh
Edinburgh" Edinburgh
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East Lothian" Cockenzie and Port Set on
East Lothian" Tranent
East Lothian" Gullane
West Lothian'East Calder
Midlothian "Cacrington
Midi othi an "Fala
Midlothian"Maytield
Midi othi an" Dalkeith
Midi o thi an" Newt ong range
Edinburgh" leith
East L othi an v Tranent
Edinburgh 'Leith
Edinburgh" Cur rie
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Midi othi an "Temple
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Figure 27. Expanding axes (weapons) in relation to thematic distance values only.

5.4.2 Expanding over Euclidean Distances

In some cases the user might be interested in searching for artefacts according to the 

Euclidean distances between the places where they were found. By selecting to expand the 
query using EDM only, all records will be ranked according to the Euclidean distances 

between the places where the artefacts were found and the query place (i.e. Edinburgh in 

this scenario). Figure 28 shows the result of such expansion. The artefacts1 type and the 

administrative hierarchies of places had no effect on the ranks as they were disregarded 
from the expansion. For this reason it can be seen that East Lothian ̂ Musselburgh for
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example scored a higher similarity value than Edinburgh^Ratho, because the Euclidean 
distance between Mussleburgh and Edinburgh is less than the distance between Ratho and 

Edinburgh, even though Mussleburgh is in a different region, while Edinburgh and Ratho 
are both in the region of the City of Edinburgh. EDM values were first normalised then 
converted to be out of 100%.

L,f°in>2
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AF 331
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PA 22
AP 432
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AF 341
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Figure 28. Expanding over EDM only.

5.4.3 Expanding over Hierarchical Distances
In a similar way to the previous two sections, the user can choose not to include any 
measure in the query expansion except the Hierarchical Distance Measure (HDM) if the 
administrative hierarchy of the places where the artefacts were found is the only interest. 
In this case, artefacts will be ranked according to the similarity of the places where they 
were found, based on their administrative hierarchies only. As shown in Figure 29, records 
are ranked according to the hierarchical distance of their places in relation to the query
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place; Edinburgh. Neither Euclidean distances, nor the artefacts' type had an effect on the 
ranking of these records. It can be seen in the figure below that all the places in the region 
of the City of Edinburgh received the same scores (76%) as they are all in one region.

-p
^-1

, 1

ID ARTEFACT
TA 362 throwing axes 
DE 121 axes (weapons) 
HA 2 halberds 
AF 3Z1 axes (weapons) 
AF 329 axes (weapons) 
AF 349 axes (weapons) 
AT 343 tomahawks (weapons) 
AF 334 axes (weapons)

AT 390 tomahawks (weapons) 
AF 341 axes (weapons) 
AF 335 axes (weapons) 
AF 339 axes (weapons) 
AF 33T axes (weapons) 
AF 340 axes (weapons) 
AF 331 axes (weapons) 
AT 313 tomahawks (weapons) 
AF 434 axes (weapons) 
AF 432 axes (weapons) 
GA 16 gisarmes 
GA 5 gisarmes 
PA 10 pollaxes 
PA 22 pollaxes 
AF 503 axes (weapons) 
AT 353 tomahawks (weapons) 
AT 540 tomahawks (weapons) 
TA 561 throwing axes 
TA 562 throwing axes

double click your selected record to 
retrieve detailed information.

RESULTS

PLACE FOUND TOTAL SCORE
Edinburgh "Edinburgh 100 ft -±J 
Edinburgh" Edinburgh 100 ft 
Edinburgh "Leith 76 % 
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Edinburgh 1 Cur ie 76 % . ''•

Edinburgh" Cur ie 7 6 * 
Edinburgh "Cur ie 7 6 ft 
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Edinburgh" Duddingston 76 % 
Edinburgh" Corstorphine 76 % 
Edinburgh" Leith 76 1 
Edinburgh" Currie 76 % 
Edinburgh" Kirkliston 76 S 
Edinburgh N Leith 76 % 
Bast Lothian"Pencaitland 60 ft 
East Lothian "West Saltoun 60 S 
East Lothian^Cockenzie and Port Seton 60 ft 
East Lothian^Cockenzie and Port Seton 60 ft
East L othi an x C ock enzie and P o rt 3 eton 60 ft ; v , ., j. n * ••••• »|

! Close j
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Figure 29. Expanding over HDM values only.

5.4.4 Expanding over both Spatial Distances

Spatial measures can be selected based on application needs. In some cases only one 
spatial measure might be relevant, such as when identifying neighbouring places and 
collecting data about them to study the urban environment of a specific place, where only 
Euclidean distances matter because the environment is a continuous feature which is not 
bounded by regional boundaries (Fonseca et al 2000). In other possible scenarios only the 
Hierarchical Distance Measure might be relevant, such as when setting urban plans and 
development funds based on regional districts. Both spatial measures can be activated if
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Euclidean distances and administrative divisions are important. For example in property 
valuation, both Euclidean distances to main cities as well as district boundaries are 
considered.

In the OASIS interface, users can select to expand the query on 'axes (weapons) found in 
Edinburgh using both EDM and HDM measures, and disregarding the Thematic measure. 

Figure 30 shows the results of such an expansion. HDM and EDM values can be 
normalised and merged to produce the Total Spatial Distances as discussed in section 
5.3.4. These distances are then converted to be out of a 100%, and used to rank the records 

as shown in the figure. The places that scored higher similarity values to the query place 

(e.g. Leith, Corstorphine) are the closest ones to Edinburgh in Euclidean distances, and are 
part of the same region as Edinburgh (region of the City of Edinburgh).
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Figure 30. Expanding over EDM and HDM.
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5.4.5 Expanding over all three distance measures

All distance measures can be activated if the user is interested in searching for similar 

artefacts based on all available expansion measures, or if the user does not have a well- 

defined query expansion need and decides to use the default settings. If the query is to be 

expanded using TDM, EDM, and HDM values together, then all related factors will be 

taken into account, such as artefacts' type, Euclidean distances, and administrative 

hierarchies. The results of such a case are presented in Figure 31, where records are ranked 

according to their total distances which are calculated by merging the normalised distance 

values of the three measures together, taking into account the weights given to each 

measure. The following function is used to calculate Total Distances.

Total Distance = wi* TDMn + w2 * TSD Equation 5

TSD is the Total Spatial Distance as calculated using equation 4. wj and w2 are the weights 

of the Thematic Distance Measure (as given to the artefact's type) and the Total Spatial 

Distance (as given to the place where the artefact was found).

Remember that the query was on axes (weapons) found at Edinburgh. Consider the record 

with the ID: AT 390 for example. This record is of an artefact of type tomahawks 
(weapons) found at Currie. The normalised TDM value of tomahawks (weapons) in 

comparison to axes (weapons) is 0.428. The normalised EDM and HDM values of Currie 
in comparison to Edinburgh are 0.321 and 0.615 respectively. Assuming weights of 60% 

to Place and 40% to artefact's type, and a 60% and 40% to EDM and HDM values 
respectively, the total distance of this record can be calculated as follows:

Total Distance = 0.4 * TDMrc + 0.6 * (0.6*EDMn + 0.4*HDMn)

= 0.4*0.428 + 0.6 * (0.6 * 0.321 + 0.4 * 0.615) = 0.43

The total distance value is transformed to a percentage of similarity and displayed in the 

user interface: 100-(Total Distance* 100) -» 100-(0.43*100) = 57%
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Figure 31. Expansion over TDM, EDM, and HDM measures.

5.4.6 Summary

Some artificial data were generated automatically based on original sample records 
extracted from text reports in the RCAHMS dataset. Extracting data scattered within text 
descriptor records is difficult to perform manually and very time consuming. Although 
outside the scope of this project, Information Extraction (IE, Cowie and Wilks 2000) 
methods could be used to extract large amounts of relevant data automatically. The OASIS 
ontology could be transformed to a template of objects which then could be used by the IE 

methods to recognise and extract named entities from the text descriptors.

Total distances between artefact objects were calculated by merging the thematic and 
spatial distance results of the artefact's type and place where it was found. Results of each 

distance measure were normalised to assure that the results of all measures were in the
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same range (0-1), which makes their integration less problematic. Weights were assigned 

to the normalised results of each distance measure to represent their importance when 

calculating total distances. As explained in section 5.3.4, the integration of all measures 

should be optional. The results are merged to provide a single ranked list of results which 

is probably easier for the lay user to understand.

The user has control on which measure to include in the total distance calculations, and the 

weights of each measure. The user can choose to apply the thematic measure alone if s/he 

is only interested in the artefact's type. The spatial distance measures can be added to the 

total distance calculation if the place where these artefacts were found is important. The 

thematic distance measure can be deactivated if the user is only interested in place 

similarities regardless of types of artefact. The user can also select which spatial measure 

to apply. The difficulty lies in the user understanding what each measure represents and 

which ones to activate. The user interface attempts to help clarify the purpose of each 

measure by providing some description of what each measure does, and the role of their 

thresholds and weights.

There is an increasing need to incorporate query expansion measures into Web search 

engines to improve the quality of search results. The Thematic distance measure can be 

used to expand any type of object or term if an ontology is available that classifies the 

domain of that object. There might be several online ontologies classifying different 

domains which the search engine can use to expand queries and improve query processing. 

Integrating a place ontology with a search engine would allow users to search for named 

places and formulate queries with spatial context. Spatial distance measures can be used to 

expand such queries and improve results. Such search engines could rely on the users 

profile to activate and deactivate certain expansion measures.
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6 Dynamic Spatial Approximation Method 

6.1 Overview

This chapter presents a method for approximating spatial footprints from the locations of 

point sites that are known to lie inside a region and of point sites that are known to be 

outside. The method is called the Dynamic Spatial Approximation Method (DSAM) and is 

based on the Voronoi diagram of the point sites. The method is referred to as dynamic as 

the approximations could be calculated at the time of query processing. DSAM is intended 

to be used in combination with the geographical thesauri incorporated in OASIS, which 

contains centroid co-ordinates for each place or other named site. DSAM is aimed to be 

used to estimate spatial footprints of regions that may be precise administrative areas or 

imprecise topographic or cultural areas. DSAM can also be used for historical regions, in 

which case it will be necessary to have some temporal data associated with the place 

names, which is now widely regarded as an important element of gazetteers (Copp 1997, 

Moss et al 1998, Chappell 1999, Hill et al 1999, Beard et al 1997), as indeed it is of any 

metadata.

Note that DSAM has not been fully implemented in this project. Experiments were carried 

out using several tools and software, such as Arc/Info, Arcview, and Avenue scripts to 

retrieve co-ordinates from the Bartholomew's data sets, and make simple calculations. An 

integration of DSAM with OASIS is not implemented due to time limitations.

In the remainder of this chapter, DSAM method is described in detail in section 6.2, 

presenting its structure, techniques, and the queries that it could help to answer. Section 

6.3 presents preliminary experiments to evaluate the quality of region approximation with 

regard to area, visual appearance, and the reliability of the method for determining selected 

topological, directional and proximity relations. DSAM evaluation is covered in section 

6.4.
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6.2 The DSAM Method

The Dynamic Spatial Approximation Method (DSAM) generates approximations of spatial 

regions based on Voronoi diagrams (Figure 32). These diagrams are built from the co 

ordinates of places within these regions, and of places in regions that are known to 

surround them. DSAM cannot be applied in its current form to mainly empty regions, or to 

a region that is connected to an empty region. An empty region is one that has no places 

known to be part of it, either due to lack of data, or due to its topographical type (e.g. lake, 

sea). Several approaches are proposed later to widen the scope of the method's 

implementation.

As explained in section 4.4, the places that are part of a specific spatial region can easily 

be found from the OASIS system via partOf relationships and their co-ordinates can be 

retrieved. Each region is linked with meets relationships to its surrounding regions. Hence, 

the co-ordinates of the places within the surrounding regions can also be retrieved. These 

co-ordinates can then be used to construct the Voronoi diagrams that represent the 

boundary approximation. One Voronoi diagram is drawn for each retrieved pair of co 

ordinates.
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Figure 32. Midlothian region: (a) Actual boundaries and points, (b) DSAM approximation.

Boundary approximations generated by DSAM can be used to infer spatial relations 

between regions in the absence of digitised boundaries. Tests presented in this chapter 

show that the inconsistency between DSAM approximations and the original boundaries of 

selected regions is quite low (Figure 33). From the approximations, it is possible to
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calculate area measures, directional relationships (e.g. 10% North, 90% North-East), 
topological relationships of overlap, lengths of shared boundaries, and point-to-region, and 
region-to-region Euclidean distances.

(a) (b) 
Figure 33. Three regions in Scotland: 

(a) The original administrative boundaries, (b) The DSAM approximation.

DSAM has the capability of handling change 
and generating fuzzy and historical 
boundaries from the co-ordinates of the 
places that are known to be, or have been, 
within these boundaries. For example to get 
the administrative boundaries of a region at a 
certain date, all required is the places known 
to be part of that region at that time. The 

OASIS system can store and retrieve this 

type of information efficiently as 

demonstrated in section 4.4. To take a 

hypothetical example, assume that a user is 

interested in the area of South Lanarkshire Figure 34. DSAM approximation of fuzzy boundaries.
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that was affected by a flooding at a specific date. The DSAM approximation for South 

Lanarkshire can be generated as usual, and then the set of Voronoi polygons of the places 

that were affected by the flooding can be retrieved. The area and boundary length of the 

selected zone can be measured from the area and boundaries of the Voronoi polygons in 

the retrieved set (figure 34).

Having a large number of good quality place co-ordinates is important as the quality of 

DSAM approximations increases with the number of place co-ordinates available.

6.2.1 Voronoi Diagrams

Voronoi diagrams are fundamental types of data structures in computational geometry 

(Aurenhammer 1991). They have important value in many fields, such as computer 

science, mathematics, physics, natural science, etc. The Voronoi diagram of a set of points 

is the partition of space around them into cells, where each cell represents the area of space 

that is closer to the associated point than to any other point (Figure 35). The Voronoi 

polygon of a point is created from the perpendicular bisectors of the segments linking that 

point to those points closest to it.

Figure 35. Voronoi Diagrams for a set of points.

Several versions of Voronoi algorithms have been developed for various types of spatial 

queries (Okabe et al 1992). Voronoi diagrams are valuable in defining solutions to spatial 

adjacency and nearest-neighbour problems (Sedgewick 1988, Aurenhammer 1991, Gold 

1989, Gold 1991). Points are considered to be adjacent to each other if they share a 

Voronoi polygonal boundary. Having constructed a Voronoi diagram, the nearest data
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point to an arbitrary location may be found by determining the Voronoi polygon that 

contains the location.

The Voronoi diagrams used in this project were calculated using Arc/Info's Thiessen 

algorithm. The research also made use of a program called Qhull (Qhull 1997) which 

computes Voronoi diagrams, convex hulls, Delaunay triangulations, and other geometric 

algorithms in one or more dimensions. Areas of Voronoi polygons and their edge lengths 

can be calculated from the co-ordinates of the Voronoi nodes. It is also possible to find the 

two place-points that a specific polygonal edge falls between, and vice versa. This 

information is used by DSAM to identify the boundary between two regions from the 

polygonal edge that lie between two points, one from each region. Areas of regions can be 

approximated from the total area of Voronoi polygons of the points that are part of that 

region. Other spatial information can be derived from Voronoi diagrams as will be seen 

later in this chapter.

6.2.2 Queries

DSAM could be used to answer a variety of spatial queries, and to rank results.

1. Shape representation. 'Show me the region of Falkirk'.

2. Shared boundary lengths between regions known to meet. 'How long is the 

boundary between Midlothian and West Lothian?'. DSAM can calculate the 

lengths of shared boundaries and rank the regions accordingly.

3. Area of overlap between overlapping regions. 'Which hills overlap the Lothian 

area?'. DSAM can rank the answer set according to the degree of overlap.

4. Directional relationships. 'What administrative regions surround Aberdeenshire 

from the south?', 'Are there any Roman sites to the west of Midlothian?'. DSAM 

can calculate and rank directional relationships with regard to areal extent.

5. Generating current, historical, and imprecise boundaries. 'Show me the boundary 

of the Lothian region as it used to be in 1992', 'Give me information on bronze 

lamps found within the 17th century borders of Edinburgh', 'Show me the 

boundary of the Middle East'.
6. Euclidean distance calculation. 'How far is Edinburgh Castle from the Scottish 

Borders?'
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7. Nearest neighbour queries. 'Which is the nearest museum?'. DSAM is based on 

Voronoi diagrams, which in turn can be used to answer nearest neighbour queries.

6.3 Error of Approximation

As mentioned earlier, to assure good quality DSAM approximations, it is necessary to 

have a uniformly distributed large amount of point-location co-ordinates, especially near 

the boundaries. In the experiments that follow, the point-locational data were taken from 

the Bartholomew's digital map data sets for the UK. This data is used by gazetteers such as 
in the GENUKI (1998), and KINDS (1999) projects.

Quality of approximation can be measured in different ways that can be categorised as 
follows:

1. Total Areal Error. This is the common way to measure approximation quality, which is 
based on comparing the area of approximation with the area of the original region.

2. Visual Error. This is related to how different the approximated shape is to the original 

region's shape. This is important when representing objects graphically.

3. Quality of Spatial Relationships. This concerns the extent to which the spatial 
relationships between the approximated regions are consistent with the spatial 

relationships between the original regions.

6.3.1 Total Areal Error

The areal approximation error can be calculated from the difference in area measure 

between the approximation and its original region. As explained in the following section, 

the DSAM method, as does any boundary generalisation method, produces negative and 

positive false areas. However, for areal change calculations only total areas will be 

compared disregarding whether the area is a positive or negative false area (Figure 36). 

Accuracy of total area is important for queries of the sort 'which is the largest region in 

Scotland', or simply "what is the size of Aberdeenshire?'. To process such queries it is 

important that the total area of approximation is as close as possible to the area of the 

original region. The areal error can be calculated as follows:
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Areal Error =
A -A,

•100% Equation 6

Ap is the total area of approximation, and A0 is the area of the original object. Areal error 

of 0% means that the area of approximation equals the original area. If areal error is more 

than 100%, this means that the approximated area is more than double the original one.

(b)

Figure 36. Midlothian region in Scotland: 
(a) Actual administrative boundary, (b) DSAM approximated boundary.

6.3.1.1 Experiment with areal error calculations

Table 9 shows the areal error calculations for five regions in Scotland using Equation 6. It 

can be seen that the average areal error was around 2%, with almost an exact match in 

some cases.

Table 9. Areal change calculations.

Region
Midlothian
City of Edinburgh
West Lothian
North Lanarkshire
South Lanarkshire

Actual Area (m2)
357933800
262121500
425225700
469075300
1772854808

Apprx. Area (m2)
369804965
263735365
438630988
469353531
1812363430

Average:

Areal Error (%)
3.32
0.62
3.20
0.06
2.23
1.89
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6.3.2 Visual Error

The visual error of approximations becomes an important issue when providing graphical 
displays of spatial regions. The user might like to see the location of a certain place with 
respect to its region. For some applications it might be sufficient and acceptable to use 
these approximations to represent some of the query results graphically.

The DSAM approximations of the boundaries of spatial regions normally results in 
negative and positive false areas. Negative false areas are the original areas that were left 
out in the approximation, while positive false areas are the ones that were added to the 
approximation, and did not belong to the original region (Figure 37). Here we use the sum 
of these false areas (symmetric difference) as a simple measure of the extent to which the 
method retains the visual form of the original region.

Negative false area 

Positive false area

Figure 37. Midlothian. The grey region is the actual boundary, 
and the black line represents the DSAM approximation.

The following function is used to calculate visual error: 

Visual Error = PP A+ "" • 100% Equation 7
H

App is the positive approximated false area, Anp is the negative approximated false area, 
and A0 is the original area. Visual error of 0% is an exact match in shape between the 
approximation and the original object. If visual error exceeds 100%, this means that the 

area of symmetric difference exceeds the original area.
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6.3.2.1 Experiment with visual error calculations

The Visual error was calculated for five regions in Scotland using Equation 7, and the 
results are presented in Table 10 below. The average visual error was found to be around 
13%.

Table 10. Calculating the Visual change.

Region

Midlothian

City of Edinburgh

West Lothian

North Lanarkshire

South Lanarkshire

Actual Area
(m2)

357933800

262121500

425225700

469075300

1772854808

Positive False 
Area (m2)
33184245

25004927

31154227

30033283

87229767

Negative False 
Area (m2)
21313198

23493275

17748877

29755049

47720807

Average:

Visual Error
(%)
15.23

18.50

11.50

12.75

7.61

13.12

6.3.3 Quality of Spatial Relationships

For purposes of information retrieval it may be desirable to combine qualitative relations 

with a quantitative value that reflects the extent or degree of the relationship. This type of 

information is important when measuring similarities between spatial objects and ranking 

query results (Bruns and Egenhofer 1996, and Beard and Sharma 1997). For example, the 

answer to a query of the form; 'Give me information on woodland overlapping region A' 

could be ranked according to the amount of overlapping area, so that woodland with most 

overlapping area would be placed at the top of the list.

As mentioned in section 2.6.1, the three main categories of spatial relationships are 

topological, directional, and proximity relationships. The following sections describe how 

the DSAM method can be used to derive spatial relationships using simple mathematical 

procedures, and present some preliminary experiments to test the quality of result.

6.3.3.1 Topological Relationships
DSAM approximations can be used to evaluate all types of topological relationships 
(section 2.6.1.1) but the results can be expected to be more error-prone than when using 
full boundary representations. Examples of specific types of error are provided in section
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6.4. Figure 38 illustrates an example of the result of using DSAM approximation extents to 

determine overlap and adjacency respectively between pairs of regions. In Figure 38a, the 

overlap is represented by the shared Voronoi polygons, which are bounded by white lines. 

In the case of adjacency in Figure 38b, the boundary is estimated from the Voronoi 

polygon edges that are common to the two regions.

(a) (b) 
Figure 38. (a) Calculating overlapping area between two regions, 

(b) Measuring a shared boundary length.

6.3.3.2 Experiments to estimate boundaries between regions

Table 11 shows the results of measuring lengths of shared boundaries between selected 

regions. The table compares actual boundary lengths with those calculated from DSAM 

approximations. The shared boundary error can be calculated as follows:

Boundary Error =
TJ _ TJ

? —— 
B,,

• 100% Equation 8

Bp is the boundary calculated from DSAM approximations, and B 0 is the original boundary 

length. Boundary Error of 0% is an exact match between the approximated boundary and 

the original boundary. A Boundary Error of more than 100% indicates an approximated 

boundary of more than double the original boundary length.
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Table 11. Measuring lengths of shared boundaries.

Region 1

West Lothian

West Lothian

West Lothian

North Lanarkshire

South Lanarkshire

Falkirk

Midlothian

Region 2

North Lanarkshire

South Lanarkshire

Scottish Borders

South Lanarkshire

Scottish Borders

North Lanarkshire

City of Edinburgh

Actual Shared 
Boundary 

Length (m)
23958.62

20842.75

8366.62

32403.17

55201.04

32574.32

29732.45

Apprx. Shared 
Boundary Length

(m)
19843.47

22916.00

8692.54

33696.14

57375.11

29406.23

34633.31

Average:

Boundary
Error (%)

17.18

9.95

3.85

3.99

3.94

9.73

16.48
••'•' 9.30 ' fj

NW NE

The results presented above show that the average error of shared boundary measures is 
9.3%.

6.3.4 Directional Relationships

To calculate directional relationships 

accurately using the 9 tile approach 

(section 2.6.1.3), a better represent 

ation of spatial objects needs to be 

used than unrepresentative centroid co 

ordinates or rough MBRs. DSAM 

approximations offer good potential 

for calculating directional relationships 

with higher accuracy than possible 

using the conventional methods. 

Figure 39 shows the DSAM 

approximations of two such regions; 

Midlothian and South Lanarkshire.

SW , SE

Figure 39. Deriving Directional relationships from 
DSAM approximations.

The actual area of the original object in each tile can be approximated from the sum of the 

area of the Voronoi polygons in these tiles.
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The following section presents an experiment on calculating directional relationships from 

DSAM approximations.

6.3.4.1 Experiment with directional relationship calculations

Directional relationships were calculated between three pairs of regions using their DSAM 

approximations. The amounts of Voronoi-polygonal areas from these approximations were 

calculated in each tile, and compared to the actual area measures. The error of results is 

calculated using Equation 6 and presented in Table 12. Results showed that the average 

error of directional relationships driven from DSAM approximations was around 2%.

Table 12. Calculating Directional Relationships.

Query 
Object

South 
Lanarkshire

West 
f^othian

West 
Is/Man

Target 
Object

Midlothian

North 
1 ̂ anarkshire.

South 
Isinnrkshire

Direction

North-East

East

North-West

West

South-West

West

South-West

South

Actual 
Area

96022632

261911168

31864180

424699900

12511233

95025296

700201400

977543200

DSAM 
Area

94523244

275281721

31057230

425625738

12670561

92830618

715834415

1003688874

.Average:

Directional 
Error (%)

1.56

5.10

2.53

0.22

1.27

2.31

2.23

2.67

2 - 24 ,;,:

6.3.5 Proximity Relationships

As mentioned earlier, Voronoi-diagrams can be used to answer nearest neighbours and 

spatial adjacency queries. The Voronoi polygon for each point represents the closest area 

to that point. Therefore, nearest neighbour queries can easily be answered by identifying 

the polygon that the query place falls in. For example to find the nearest castle to a specific 

location, Voronoi-polygons of castle centroids need to be constructed. The specific 

location can be projected to one of theses polygons. The castle of this polygon is the 

nearest to the given location.
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Euclidean distances between point-referenced objects can easily be calculated from their 

co-ordinates. However, Euclidean distances between area-referenced objects, or between 

point and area-referenced objects, are more difficult to calculate. An area-referenced 

object, such as a region, has a boundary as well as a centroid-point. Measuring Euclidean 

distances to the centre of the region is not always desired. Consider the query, "How far is 
this place from the boundary of region A?' or 'Show me all castles within 20 miles of 
region B'. To process such queries accurately, it is important to measure the distance to the 

boundaries, rather than to the regions' centres. Euclidean distances between boundaries 

can be calculated from DSAM approximations. Shortest Euclidean distances between point 

and area objects can be measured between the point's co-ordinates and the closest 

polygonal boundary point of the DSAM approximation for the area object. In the same 
way it is possible to measure the shortest Euclidean distance between two area objects 
from the distance between their closest pair of polygonal boundary points.

The following section presents an experiment with Euclidean distance calculations 
between point-area referenced places.

6.3.5.1 Experiment with Euclidean Distance Calculation

Shortest Euclidean distances were measured 
from six randomly selected towns to the 

boundary of North Lanarkshire. The distances 

were first measured to the actual boundary of 
North Lanarkshire, then compared to the 

distance values measured to the DSAM 

approximated boundary (figure 40). The 
measurement using the DSAM approximated 

boundary was subject to the simplification of 

'measuring distances from the given points to 

the nearest node of the DSAM boundary.

Horeshaw

* Bankend

Figure 40. Calculating Euclidean Distances to 
DSAM approximations.
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Euclidean distance error is calculated using an equation of the same form as Equation 8. 
From the table below, it can be seen that Euclidean distances measured to the DSAM 
approximated boundary are of good quality, with an average error of around 4%. DSAM 
quality in measuring Euclidean distances is expected to increase with the increase in 
distance. This is because the further the point location is from the target region, the less the 
effect of the boundary approximation error would be to the Euclidean distance measure.

Table 13. Calculating Euclidean Distances.

Town

Lorn
Camelon
Torphichen
Neilston
Hareshaw

Actual 
Distance (m)

27327
5347
7008
20253
18513

DSAM 
Distance

26751
4715
7307

20332
18168

Average:

Distance Error (%)

2.11
11.82
4.27
0.39
1.86
4.09 A

6.4 Evaluation

DSAM approximation quality depends on the amount and quality of data available, in the 
form of places and co-ordinates. In general, DSAM approximations could produce three 
types of errors:
1. Qualitative errors, when inferring topological relationships.
2. Measurement errors, when calculating area and boundary lengths.
3. Statistical errors, when ranking query results.

Qualitative errors might occur when inferring topological relationships from DSAM 
approximations. Some topological relationships such as partOf and meets were retrieved 
from the Bartholomew's data and stored explicitly in the OASIS database. DSAM relies on 
partOf relationships in constructing Voronoi diagrams for region approximation, and on 
meets relationships to decide whether two regions are connected or disjoint.

If little data is available, or it is of low quality, then inconsistencies may arise between the 
spatial relationships inferred from DSAM, and those existing between the original regions.
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Figure 41 gives an example of such incompatibility, where the DSAM approximations for 
Midlothian and West Lothian share a boundary, while the actual regions are disjoint. This 
is due to the lack of points in the dataset in the parts of the City of Edinburgh and the 
Scottish Borders that separate Midlothian from West Lothian. The result of this error falls 
in two parts. First, the approximations of two very close, but separate regions (West 
Lothian and Midlothian) became connected and shared a boundary. Secondly, the 
approximations of two slightly connected regions (Scottish Borders and the City of 
Edinburgh) became separate. The first part of the problem may be solved by making use of 
the meets relationship to decide whether two regions are connected or not, rather than 
trying to infer this information from their approximations, which will be a more error- 
prone and computationally intensive. The second part of the problem is rather more 
difficult to solve, due to the loss of information involved. A zero length of shared 
boundary between two regions linked with a meets relationship is a sign of inconsistency, 
which an integrity checking procedure could detect and request a manual intervention to 
insert notional points for DSAM internal purposes.

(a) (b) 

Figure 41. Change in shared boundaries: (a) actual boundaries, (b) approximated boundaries.

Calculating area and boundary lengths from DSAM region approximations is subject to 
measurement errors. Such calculations are affected by the amount of false area involved in 
the approximations. The higher the amount of false area, the higher is the error.

Ranking can introduce statistical errors, where the ranks of query results may differ 
slightly from the ranks of the original values. For example in the experiment results
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presented in Table 11, although the approximation quality was good, the ranking was not 
totally accurate. Consider the first two records. The actual shared boundary length in the 
first record is longer than in the second record. However, the approximated shared 
boundary in the second record turned out to be longer than the first one. This occurs where 
the actual boundary lengths to be approximated are similar. For example, in the first two 
records, the difference between the actual shared boundary lengths was less than 15%. In 
such cases, a slight negative or positive change in their approximated lengths could change 
the ranking. However, an overall comparison between the ranks of the approximated and 
original values in Table 11 yields a Spearman coefficient of 0.822 (where 1.0 means an 
exact match between the two ranks). This indicates that ranking is of good quality overall. 
Ranking quality should improve more when dealing with larger sets of results.

At present, DSAM is suitable for approximating inland regions, surrounded by other 
regions. This is because the approximation is built from the Voronoi diagrams of the co 
ordinates of the places within these regions. Therefore, if the region to be approximated is 
connected to a large sea on the one side, for example, then the obvious lack of place co 
ordinates in the sea region results in a high degree of inaccuracy in the boundary 
approximation of that particular side. Incomplete Voronoi polygons and dangling segments 
normally occur when no co-ordinates are available from one or more sides of a region to 
be approximated. Such cases can be flagged by most Voronoi programs.

DSAM approximations could be calculated at run time to process different user queries. 
To increase the processing speed, some DSAM approximations could be pre-calculated 
and stored for future use. This could be suitable for stable popular boundaries such as the 
current national boundaries. Other historical, changing, or imprecise boundaries could be 
left to be calculated as and when required. Further experiments are needed to measure 
approximation speed and complexity to decide the dynamic level for DSAM. Pre- 
computed boundary approximations need to be updated whenever place points are deleted 
or new ones are added. The approximations that will need to be recalculated are for the 
region that contains the new place point, as well as the surrounding regions as their shared 

boundary might also change with the update.
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As well as that DSAM helps answering a wide range of queries with spatial content as 
described in section 6.2.2, it also provides a framework for developing further spatial 
distance measures specific for measuring similarities between regional areas. For example 
the EDM measure discussed in section 5.3.1 can be applied to regional boundaries rather 
than to centroid co-ordinates. Lengths of shared boundaries and areas of overlap between 
regions could also be exploited as similarity factors. For example the HDM measure can 
make use of the overlapping area calculations to set weights to part of relationships, which 
can then be reflected in the distance values.
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7 Conclusions

OASIS (Ontologically Augmented Spatial Information System) is a prototype system 

developed in this project, using an object-oriented semantic index database (SIS system, 

sec. 4.2) to store the data and represent it in an ontological schema. This ontology was 

designed to represent knowledge on archaeological artefacts derived from the Royal 

Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS) dataset 

(section 4.3.1). This knowledge included information on the artefact objects, such as 

material and type, and spatial information about the places where these artefacts were 

found or made. The SIS system was suitable for the development of OASIS as it offers 

multi layers of classification, with good flexibility in the design and creation of objects and 

relationships. The API functions available in SIS made it possible to access and retrieve 
data and infer knowledge using C++ programs. The ontology in OASIS was integrated 

with the AAT thesaurus (section 4.3.2) to provide the needed descriptors for the artefacts' 

type (e.g. axes, arrows), material (e.g. stone, flint), and place types (e.g. inhabited place, 

hill, river) (section 4.4). The spatial data (co-ordinates, hierarchy, place types) were 
derived from the Thesaurus of Geographic Names (TON, section 4.3.3) and the 

Bartholomew's data sets (section 4.3.4). A spatial thesaurus was implemented to store 
different versions of place names, and relate places to the places they contain and the 

places or regions that contain them. Regions were related to their adjacent regions using 

adjacency spatial relationships.

The text records describing the archaeological artefacts in the RCAHMS dataset were 

broken down into individual objects and stored as instances and relations in the ontology. 
Each data record in RCAHMS dataset contains several pieces of information about one or 

more artefacts. Figure 4 (page 47) is an example of a data record which describes several 

artefacts found at a medieval site. Some of the information were extracted from each 

record using SQL queries and stored in OASIS as instances of relevant classes and linked 

by appropriate relationships as represented in the OASIS ontology. The extracted 

information included the artefact's type, material, place found or made, and any other 

information related to the artefact such as its collection, who found, donated, possessed the 

artefact, description of the artefact, etc.
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Storing the archaeological information as individual atom objects provided greater 
flexibility in search and retrieval of the archaeological information. In particular, it made it 
possible to implement a Thematic Distance Measure (TDM) to imprecisely match query 
terms based on the data objects and relationships. TDM (section 5.2) was used to calculate 
semantic distances between terms in the AAT, searching for similar types of artefacts and 
ranking results according to their degree of similarity to the query artefact. This is 
particularly useful when processing queries with imprecise or general information need. 
TDM is also likely to be useful to identify similar terms when mapping between thesauri 
or ontologies that probably use different terminologies, assuming that the terms to be 
mapped exist in a thesaurus such as the AAT or WordNet. The Thematic Distance 
Measure was based on the number of traversals of thesaural relationships to get from one 
term to the other. Other factors were taken into account such as the traversal cost of each 
type of relationship, as well as its hierarchical depth. Setting traversal cost factors is 
difficult and there are no agreed rules to follow. Traversal costs are application and data 
dependent. They are normally first set coarsely to favour the traversal of certain 
relationships over others, then refined through recursive user experiments. Expansion 
thresholds were manually set in this project. Setting a single threshold for all types of 
queries is inefficient because different queries result in the retrieval of different amounts of 
data due to the varied density of some parts of the AAT thesaurus. A more efficient 
threshold could be set dynamically by the system in relation to the available data. The 
system could increase the threshold when the amount of data retrieved is low, and decrease 
it when less data need to be retrieved. The threshold could also be altered according to the 
type of semantic paths traversed in query expansion, as explained in section 8.4.1 of future 

work.

The thesaural relationships traversed by the Thematic Distance Measure were BT, NT, and 
RT relationships. Work in this project demonstrated the potential of incorporating RT 
relationships in query expansion, and the importance of controlling this inclusion to 
maintain good results quality (section 5.2.1). Incorporating RT relationships in semantic 
distance measures is known to cause problems by reducing precision. Excluding RT 
relationships from query expansion reduces recall (section 5.2.1.2). Part of this project 
explored different approaches to ease the problem. One approach was to filter on the
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hierarchies of terms, so only RT relationships that link to terms within the same hierarchy 
as the query term were allowed to be traversed (section 5.2.1.4). RTs linking to terms in 
other hierarchies were ignored. Although this approach added some control on RT 
expansion and reduced the number of terms that could be considered irrelevant, it also 
prevented other 'relevant' terms in different hierarchies from being retrieved. In mono- 
hierarchical thesauri (such as the AAT), filtering on facets may reduce recall because the 
thesaurus designer is forced to locate terms under single facets, even if the term can be 
classified under more than one facet. For example the term "hatchets' can be regarded as a 
tool but also a weapon. In poly-hierarchical thesauri, terms can be located under more than 
one facet, in which case the facet-filtering approach is less applicable as the boundaries 
between facets become more transparent, where terms can be classified in several facets.

Another approach was to filter on the sub-types of RT relationships, allowing traversal of 
certain types, while penalising or ignoring other types (section 5.2.1.5). RTs were 
specialised into many sub-types, following the editorial guidelines of the AAT. In the 
scenarios studied in this work, the results suggested that traversing RT relationships of 
certain types could improve recall. The approach showed potential for filtering on RT sub 
types according to query context. For example, RTs of type Alternative BT/NT 
relationships can be traversed when processing queries with general content, while RTs of 
type Part-Whole can be favoured when searching for components of artefacts. Work 
presented in this thesis showed that it is useful to retain information on relationship 
subclasses used in thesaurus design in the data models for later use in retrieval algorithms.

This work on RTs can be extended to any thesauri with associative relationships. Thesauri 
with poly-hierarchical implementations are unlikely to contain RTs of type Alternative 
hierarchical relationships, but they would probably still have other types of RTs, such as 
Whole/Part, or conjuncted terms, on which this approach could still be applied. The RT 
sub-type filtering approach can also be applied to hierarchical thesaurus relationships (BT 
and NT) by specialising them into more specific types, such as the types covered in 
Aitchison and Gilchrist (1987). Tudhope et al (2001) reviewed several attempts to build 
classifications of thesaurus relationships and discussed the possibility and practicality of 
hierarchically augmenting the core set of thesaurus relationships, particularly the 

associative relationship.
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Ontologies are useful to enrich the representation of spatial objects and increase GIS 
interoperability by increasing knowledge sharing and reusability (Fonseca et al 2000). Part 
of this project focused on the storage and retrieval of spatial information using an ontology 
(section 4.4.1). The archaeological artefacts in the RCAHMS dataset are associated with 
the places where they were found or made. Processing queries with spatial content is 
problematic because a place might have several names (e.g. current, historical, different 
spelling) and different places could have the same name. Furthermore, over time, places 
often change in size, shape, co-ordinates, and in spatial relationship with other places 
(section 1.1). This work investigated building an ontological infrastructure to handle the 
spatial information and ease the problems above (section 4.4). A geographical thesaurus 
was implemented to handle different versions and spellings of place names, and provide 
various spatial relationships that can be associated with temporal information. Two spatial 
distance measures were implemented to expand queries with spatial content, by searching 
for places in the vicinity of a specific place. The first measure was based on Euclidean 
distance calculations between centroid co-ordinates (section 5.3.1). The second measure 
was based on the administrative hierarchies of places, where places that are part of the 
same region were regarded as more similar to each other than to places in other regions 
(section 5.3.2). Similarity decreases with the increase in number of uncommon regions that 
the places are part of. This measure is useful when no co-ordinate information is available, 
or when administrative boundaries matter. Preliminary experiments suggest that users take 
into account Euclidean distances and administrative boundaries when searching for similar 
places under certain scenarios.

The Euclidean distance measure was found useful to measure similarity between places 
according to the Euclidean distances between them. However, the Euclidean distance 
between centroid points of regions is less useful as it does not describe the Euclidean 
distance between their boundaries. Euclidean distance separating two regions, or 
separating a point-place from a region, should be calculated to regional boundaries rather 
than to boundary centroids. What is needed is a method, such as DSAM, that could be used 
to calculate Euclidean distances to boundaries of regions rather than to their centroids. As 
for the Hierarchical distance measure, it was only applied on places with the same type (or 
similar types). These types were selected manually prior to calculations. For example this
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measure was applied to inhabited places and unitary authorities (which include cities, 
towns, regions, etc.), and to hills and mountains, etc.

The distance measures investigated in this research could be used to improve query 
processing over the Semantic Web. Current search engines lack the capability to expand 
terms to conceptually similar ones. Search engines could make use of ontologies, such as 
the one developed in this project, to improve search results by gathering more knowledge 
about the query objects and generating hyper links dynamically. Distance measures could 
also be used to map between data from different sources. For example a place might be 
given different names or co-ordinates in two databases, in which case an exact match will 
not be possible. Spatial measures could be used in such cases to compare between place 
objects and find the best matches.

Having access to digital boundary information in Geographical Information Systems could 
help answering a range of spatial queries. However, full GIS data might not always be 
needed or available. Storing appropriate footprints to represent the extent of spatial places 
is problematic in standard gazetteers. Such footprints are normally limited to a centroid co 
ordinate or a minimum bounding rectangle and do not include boundary data. As a 
consequence, gazetteers have conventionally been of limited use in answering queries on 
spatial relationships and boundaries. This project investigated and developed a method 
called DSAM (Dynamic Spatial Approximation Method, Chapter 6) to generate 
approximations of the extent of spatial regions and derive their spatial relationships using 
sets of co-ordinates in association with place name hierarchies and region adjacency data. 
Traditional spatial information systems often face difficulties in storing and representing 
historical and imprecise boundaries. DSAM has potential to approximate current, 
historical, and imprecise boundaries, and help in answering nearest neighbour queries. The 
DSAM method uses a set of procedures based on Voronoi diagrams (section 6.2.1) to 
estimate spatial relationships between named places represented by their centroid co 
ordinates. Tests presented in this thesis (section 6.3) showed that the DSAM method 
produces good results for measures of area, shared boundary lengths between regions that 
are known to meet, areas of overlap between overlapping regions, Euclidean distances to 

regional boundaries, and calculations of directional relationships.
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The accuracy of a DSAM boundary approximation depends upon the density and 

distribution of the centroid data (section 6.4). The DSAM method cannot be used reliably 

for determining topological relationships due to its sensitivity to the location of the source 

points. While the method is intended to be used in combination with supplied topological 

relationships stored in the database, problems can occur when attempting to make 

measurements of associated boundaries. However, there is clearly scope for extending the 

method to ensure consistency between DSAM-determined relationships and the supplied 

topological relationships. There is also the problem of unbounded DSAM regions due to 

the presence of real-world regions that are not represented by centroid data; an example 

would be the sea.

DSAM helps to answer a wide range of queries with spatial content (section 6.2.2). It 

could also be used to extend the spatial distance measures discussed in this thesis. For 

example, Euclidean distances could be calculated to the DSAM boundary approximations 

of regions rather than to their centroid co-ordinates. DSAM could also be used to set 

weights for directional and topological relationships, based on the calculated areas of 

cardinal placements of places and areas of overlap. Such weights could be assigned to part 

of relationships based on the degree of possible overlap. Weights of partOf relationships 

could be reflected in the hierarchical spatial distance calculations.
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8 Future Work

8.1 End User Interface

Although the user interface developed in this project was aimed for experiments and 
demonstration purposes, it could still be used as a prototype towards developing an end 
user interface. The current interface prototype can be used to study how users would 
interact with the system, and how they react to the options and services it provides. The 
main points that need further investigation include:

1. Ease of use: Feedback from users needs to be gathered, to observe whether they 
understand all the features in the user interface, how easy can they formulate 
queries, and how could the interface be improved.

2. Queries allowed: Few types of queries were allowed in the user interface. It is 
important to increase the types of queries that users can formulate, and investigate 
different query formulation techniques, such as drop down menus or free text.

3. Adding more functionality: For example the thresholds to terminate query 
expansion were set by default values, and the user was given the option to alter 
them. Although control over thresholds was only provided in the advanced form of 
the user interface, most users would probably not know which thresholds are best 
to use for their queries. It might be best to develop a mechanism to set thresholds 
automatically and dynamically by the system. The user could also be given control 
on the number of items to retrieve, or on the type of RT relationships to traverse 
(section 8.4.2).

4. Graphical display: Maps could be displayed with point places plotted on top, 
representing for example places where artefacts were found. The maps could be 
generated by DSAM or stored as images from GIS software.

8.2 User Experiments

Further experiments are needed to test the term expansion measures developed in this 
project. These experiments could involve experts in archaeological artefacts, such as 
museum curators, to evaluate the quality of the similarity values produced by the Thematic 
Distance Measure. The experts could also provide us with some common scenarios and
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highlight the features or factors they normally consider when searching for similar 
artefacts.

It is also important to observe how people search for objects and which searching methods 
do they prefer. This may show that users often prefer searching in free text for example, or 
selecting objects from drop down menus.

8.3 Query Expansion Weights

All the query expansion algorithms developed in this project make use of weights or cost 
factors and thresholds. It is important to investigate how these weights could be fine-tuned 
according to the type of data and application. This could be dependent on user feedback or 
on the number of items retrieved. Experiments will also be needed that involve experts to 
set more accurate default thresholds.

8.4 Associative Relationships

8.4.1 Type of Semantic Path

An approach worth investigating is the effect of the type of path being traversed when 
expanding queries. Terms are expanded through different paths, for example a BT - BT - 
NT path, an NT - RT path, etc. It is not clear what is the effect of path types on semantic 
similarity calculations. Experiments might show that certain paths should be favoured, 
while others should be penalised. It is also interesting to investigate how thresholds and 
cost factors could be altered according to the path traversed. For example the cost traversal 
of RT relationships might need to be increased if it is a second RT in the traversal path, or 
the cost factor of BT relationships should be increased if the term has been reached 
through an RT relationship. There might also be a need to change thresholds and costs 
when traversing to terms in facets or hierarchies other than those of the original term.

8.4.2 Automatic RT Selection

Another point that needs more investigation is how to automatically select the RT sub 
types to traverse when expanding a query. One approach is to give the user the option to 
select what type of RTs to use. However, it will be very difficult for lay users to 
understand these RT types, without prior knowledge of the thesaurus in use. It will be
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much easier to allow users to select the concepts or facets of interest, and the system could 
then automatically activate related RTs. Another more complex approach is to use natural 
language processing techniques on free text queries, looking for certain concepts, such as 
'component' concepts to trigger the use of the Part/Whole type of RTs, or 'activity' 
concepts to activate RT types related to the Activity facet.

8.4.3 RT Weights

Weights of RT types is another area that needs more research to study the effect on 
retrieval when setting different weights for different RT types. Certain RT types might be 
given higher weights than others. For example it is not clear whether Alternative BT/NT 
RTs should have the same weight as BT/NT relationships, or should they be regarded as 
un-preferred hierarchical relationships with less weights. One possible criterion for setting 
RT weights could be based on the number of occurrences of each type of RT in the whole 
thesaurus. The less an RT type occurs in the thesaurus, the higher its traversal cost. 
Additionally, if the system can analyse a query and decides that for example the 
conjuncted term RT should be traversed, then this RT type could be given low traversal 
cost.

8.5 Spatial measures

8.5.1 Adjacency

As described in section 4.4, a meets relationship is represented in the OASIS schema 
which is used to link between adjacent regions (regions that share a boundary). The meets 
relationship could be used as a spatial similarity factor to make connected regions more 

similar to each other than to disjoint ones.

The meets similarity value could be made proportional to the length of shared boundary 
and the total length of the regions' boundaries. For example in Figure 42, Midlothian 
shares 24.5% of its total boundary length, while City of Edinburgh shares 28.2% of its total 
boundary. It can be said that the City of Edinburgh is slightly more similar to Midlothian 

than the latter is similar to the former.
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Figure 42. Two joint regions.

The following equation could be used to calculate the adjacency distance values between 

connected regions.

1 **(fl,,,R2 ) Equation 9

AD(Ri,R2) is the Adjacency Distance value of the region RI to the region RI. B (Ri,R2) is the 

length of the boundary that is shared between RI and R2 . BRI is the total boundary length 

of RI. The range of AD values is (0-1), where 1 means disjoint, and 0 indicates that the 

two regions are equal.

Applying Equation 9 to the regions in Figure 42 gives the following:

AD(City of Edinburgh, Midlothian)= 1- 29732.45/105602.95 = 0.72 

AD(Midlothian, City of Edinburgh)= 1- 29732.45/121550.36 = 0.76

The Adjacency Distance values indicate that the City of Edinburgh is slightly more similar 

to Midlothian, than Midlothian is similar to the City of Edinburgh.

8.5.2 Place Features

Places could have many features that could be considered when estimating their similarity. 

For example places on coasts could be regarded as more similar than to places in the
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valleys, or places with airports could be seen as slightly more similar to each other as they 
have one more thing in common. A separate measure could be developed to calculate 
spatial distance based on the uncommon features of places, rather than only their 
uncommon superparts. Such a measure could take into account all the features related to a 
specific place when estimating its similarity to other places. However, for such a measure 
to be useful, it is important to have a richer ontology of places that describes all the main 
features that places could have. It is also essential to have richer datasets that contain 
information on place features.

8.5.3 Accessibility

Topology and road networks are two important factors in spatial similarity calculations. 
Places that are on two opposite sides of a large sea or a high mountain for example could 
probably be seen as less similar than to places on the same side of the sea or the mountain. 
Similarly, places connected with a direct route could be regarded as more similar than to 
places with no direct road networks in between. Detailed data on road networks is needed 
to measure accessibility between places.

8.5.4 Place Distribution

The experiments discussed in (section 5.3.3) showed that users have different opinions 
regarding the effect of place distribution on similarity calculations. Further more focused 
investigation is needed to study human perception on similarity or closeness of points in 

different distribution forms.

8.6 DSAM

DSAM is currently only able to approximate populated regions surrounded by others. 
DSAM is not suitable for empty regions such as a sea, or regions adjacent to empty ones. 
Future work includes the investigation of possible solutions for this problem, by for 
example using convex-hull algorithms in combination with the DSAM method, which 
might help in identifying empty regions. By creating convex-hull diagrams for sets of 
points, where each set belongs to one region, then areas with no diagrams indicate the 
existence of empty regions. Another possible solution is to add dummy co-ordinates inside 
seas or lakes, in the vicinity of their boundaries. However, it would be difficult to automate
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this process. Future work should also investigate the relations of DSAM quality to the 
classification depth of place names in the place hierarchy.

It is also important to explore the full implementation of DSAM with integration to the 
OASIS database, so that DSAM could retrieve co-ordinates and create approximations 
dynamically and automatically.

8.7 Information Exchange

The use of ontologies is aimed to facilitate the exchange of information in electronic 
formats. It is possible to write a program that translates the retrieved information or query 
results produced by OASIS into XML or RDF formats that could then be exported to other 
applications. In a similar way, OASIS could import information in these formats from 
other applications and transform them into classes and instances to be stored in its 
database. When importing, it is important to map imported data to the classes already 
existing in the OASIS ontology to decide where the data should be inserted, and which 
new classes need to be created. Term expansion techniques could be useful in such class- 
mapping tasks as investigated by Fonseca & Egenhofer (1999) and Kashyap and Sheth 
(1996).
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Scenario 1 

Appendices 

Appendix A 

User Experiments 
Version 1 

An architect staying in Bonnyrigg in Midlothian is interested in the local building 
architecture, and would like to find more places to visit in the area during his short stay. 
The style of buildings differs the further away from Bonnyrigg. In addition, Bonnyrigg 
architecture has a particular Midlothian style. Local architecture of regions close to 
Midlothian could still be quite similar to that of Midlothian, and hence similar to 
Bonnyrigg, in which case they might be of interest to the architect. The architecture is also 
interested in towns that used to be in the same parish as Bonnyrigg, since they might have 
the same style. The architect intends to make individual trips to these places onfoot 

Question: 

The map on page 2 shows the Midlothian region as well as some adjacent regions. 
Bonnyrigg is represented by the large point in Midlothian. 

From this map, find up to 20 places that you think are relevant to Bonnyrigg with respect 
to the scenario above. Rank these places according to their degree of relevance to 
Bonnyrigg. The most similar place should be ranked as 1, the second one as 2, and so on. 
Note that you can give the same rank to more than one place. 

Write the ranks near the town points on the map. 
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Scenario 2

An archaeologist is interested is the history of an ancient clan that used to inhabit mid- 
south Scotland. Traces of this clan (such as clay pots, tools, etc.) were located near a 
place named Airth in Falkirk. The archaeologist would like to identify similar places to 
Airth to search for more traces of this clan.

Remember that current administrative boundaries did not exist at the time.

Question:

The town Airth is shown on the map on page 4. You can see the boundaries of some of the 
regions in mid-south Scotland. The places inside the circle are suggested for the 
archaeologist to check. Give each place a score (0-100%), according to how relevant you 
think each place is to Airth in respect to the scenario above. Note that you can give the 
same rank to more than one place, and you can rank places as "irrelevant" or 0%, and a 
100% rank means maximum relevance, and vice versa.
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Appendix B

Experiments 
Version 2

Scenario 1

An architect staying in Bonnyrigg in Midlothian is interested in the local building architecture, and would like to 
find more places to visit in the area during his short stay. The style of buildings differs the further away from 
Bonnyrigg. In addition, Bonnyrigg architecture has a particular Midlothian style. Local architecture of regions 
close to Midlothian could still be quite similar to that of Midlothian, and hence similar to Bonnyrigg, in which 
case they might be of interest to the architect. The architecture is also interested in towns that used to be in the 
same parish as Bonnyrigg, since they might have the same style. The architect intends to make individual trips to 
these places on foot

Question:

The map on page 2 shows the Midlothian region as well as some adjacent regions. Bonnyrigg is represented by 
the large point in Midlothian.

The places inside the circle are possible candidates for the architect to visit. Give each place a score (0 -100%), 
according to how relevant you think each place is to Bonnyrigg in respect to the scenario above. Note that you 
can give the same rank to more than one place, and you can rank places as "irrelevant". A 100% rank means 
maximum relevance, and vice versa.

Write your scores near the town points on the map.
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Scenario 2

An archaeologist is interested is the history of an ancient clan that used to inhabit mid-south Scotland. 
Traces of this clan (such as clay pots, tools, etc.) were located near a place named Airth in Falkirk. The 
archaeologist would like to identify similar places to Airth to search for more traces of this clan.

Remember that current administrative boundaries did not exist at the time.

Question:

The town Airth is shown on the map on page 4. You can see the boundaries of some of the regions in mid- 
south Scotland. From the towns-points on this map, identify 20 places that you think the archaeologist should 
check, and rank these places according to their relevance to Airth. The most similar place should be ranked 
as 1, the second one as 2, and so on. Note that you can give the same rank to more than one place.
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Appendix C

The programs used in this project are provided on the supplied CD. These programs are 

listed as follows:

User Interface: This directory includes the user interface code, developed in Borland C++ 

Builder, version 5.01. Note that the user interface will only function when the appropriate 

SIS database is installed.

Qhull: This directory holds the Qhull (1997) Voronoi program.

Boundary Approximation Method: This program reads a list of co-ordinates from a text 

file, and a list of Voronoi vertices and polygons as produced by the Qhull program. The 

program then locates the Voronoi polygon of each point, calculates the area of that 

polygon, and identifies the Voronoi segments between two or more sets of input points. 

This program have been used to in some early experiments on boundary approximation 

using the DSAM method (chapter 6).

Thematic Distance Measure : This directory provides a set of programs that were used to 

experiment with thematic expansion. The programs are as follows:

1. Thematic Distance Measure: This program reads a term's name, number of links 

to traverse, and weights or thesaural relationships as input. The program then 

expands the given term by traverses BT, NT, and RT relationships and writes the 

terms reached to a text file.

2. RT: This program extends the 'Thematic Distance Measure' program. It uses a 

given threshold to stop expansion. Level of terms reached through RT relationships 

are adjusted to the levels of the expanded term. This program provides a better 

hierarchical display of the expansion results. Traversals between different 

facets/hierarchies are controlled by the user. The user can also choose whether or 

not to expand over RT relationships, and to fix RT levels.

3. RT with path: This program is an extension to the 'RT' program. This new 

program displays the traversal paths in the results file.

4. RT with path control: This program is an extension to the 'RT with path' program. 

This program prompts the user whether to allow BT-RT, RT-BT or RT-RT path
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traversals or not. This program is used in experiments with path control during term 

expansion.

5. Components RT: This program is an extension to 'RT with path' program. The 

Components RT program is used for queries on components (e.g. find arrows and 

any of its components). The user is prompted to exclude all RT types except the 

part/whole and whole/part types.

6. RT specialisations: This program is an extension to 'RT with path control' 

program. This program prompts the user to traverses the Alternative Hierarchical 

type of RT relationships, and disregards all other types of RTs.

Euclidean Distance Measure: This program reads a list of place names from a text file, 

stores them in an array, then calculates the Euclidean distances between all the places and 

the first place in the list. This program also creates the points_coordinates.txt file needed 

for the Nearest Neighbour Measure program.

Nearest Neighbour Measure: This program reads the Delaunay vertices produced by the 

nnsort.exe 1 program in the Watson directory, using the points_coordinates.txt files 

produced by the Euclidean Distance Measure program as input. The Nearest Neighbour 

Measure program then calculates the number of Delaunay links between the first place and 

all the other places in the list.

Hierarchical Distance Measure: This program reads a list of place names from a text file 

and stores them in an array. The program then calculates the partOf level of each place and 

stores the results in another array. It also stores the transitive closure of superparts of each 

place in an array. The program then calculates the hierarchical distance between the first 

place in the given text file of place names and the rest of the places in that file, based on 

their uncommon superparts.

Thematic and Spatial Expansion 2: This program combines the programs; 'RT 

specialisations', 'Hierarchical Distance Measure' and 'Euclidean Distance Measure'

1 The nnsort.exe program is developed by Dave Watson and available at 
http ://members. i inet. net. au/~ watson/software. h tml
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programs. This program prompts the user to enter an artefact type and place found, then do 
the following:

1. Expand the query object type using the RT specialisations' program. This 

produces a list of similar artefact types.

2. Apply the type threshold to the type list to select only the ones with a 
thematic distance within the given threshold.

3. Find all artefacts of any of the types found from step 2.

4. A list is made of all the places that artefacts of any of the types listed in step 
2 were found.

5. Find the distance between all these places and the query place using the 
Hierarchical Distance Measure program.

6. Find the distance between all these places and the query place using the 

Euclidean Distance Measure program.

7. Merge the two ranked lists resulted from steps 5 and 6, using weights given 
by the user.

8. Prompt the user for a weight for the artefact's type, and another weight for 

the place were the artefact was found.

9. Calculate the total distance of each artefact-place using the results of steps 2 

and 7 using user defined weights for the type and place.

10. Calculate the total semantic distance value of each artefact records with the 

query artefact and place.

Thematic and Spatial Expansion 3: This program is based on version 2. This one 

receives a set of parameters when executed. These parameters are sent from the user 

interface.

Variety: This directory includes some programs that were used to perform simple specific

tasks. The programs are:
2 Rank merging: This program reads 3 parameters from the keyboard, representing 

the weights for the three spatial similarity measures. The program then reads the 

ranked lists of places that the measures' programs produced and merges them in one 

list. Total of weights = 1.
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3 SIS feed with RCHAMS: This program feeds the SIS with data from a text file, 
which is the result of a query on the RCHAMS database.

4 Match Place: This program receives a string parameter representing a place name. 
The program then tries to match it to the place names in the database, and writes 
the results of possible candidates of place names to a text file.
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Appendix D

AAT associative and hierarchical classification of axes (weapons).

This diagram shows the RT connections 4 links away from the term axes (weapons). The 
circles indicate an end of the 4 link limit.
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